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SMALLER
AVERAGE
IN DEATH RATE AND SICK-
NESS REGARDED FAVOR-
BLY IN NP:W ORLEANS.
MORE SURGEONS
ARRIVE TO
Dr. White Now Has Force Sufficient




New Orleans, Aug. to.—Additional
surgeons arrived here today to join
the staff of Surgeon White, whiz) has
direct charge of the fever fight. Drs.
John :McMullen, W. C. Rucker and
E. A. Sweet came here today. All
three are non-immunes, but have
come reacbily to bear their - share in
the fight.
Dr. White now has enough sur-
geons here to keep in touch with ev-
ery section of the city. He will have
at) the additional assistance he needs
from local physicians.
New Cases and Deaths.
Toy's early report of eleven new
cases and five deaths promised a con-
siderable total at the end of the day.
One of the deaths was in the Emer-
gency Hospital, the others in scat-
tered locations.
Surgeon White announced to-day
that he had received permission to
reopen Ihe detention can at Avon-
.) dale. It well be refitted and be ready
in a day or two. The camp was
closed at the time that Texas refused
to permit pasiengers to go through
that state without detention at the
Texas state line Railroad men are
pleaeed at the announcement of the
reopening of the camp, because it will
contribute to the resumption of pas-
senger traffic. It is iought that the
proclamation of the State Board will
soon result in the pavsage of ordi-
nance, by all the parish and munici-
pal hoards permitting persons to en-
ter their limits who have certificates
of the Marine Hospital service.
To Be Expected.
The announcement of sixty-three
new caees in the preceding teventy-
four hours made little itnpression on
the public in view of the small num-
ber of deaths, people generally ex-
pecting that for some days there will
be a large quota of unreported cases
turned up. The death rate for some
lime has been steadily dechning,
s'h'owing the results of efficient scien-
tific treatment. At the beginning it
•eisceeded 35 per rent., but now has
dropped to te. In 1078 throughout
the epidemic it was about ee ber cent.
It is taken for granted, therefore,
that there has been a material de-
dine n the virulency of the disease,
the heavy death rate at first being
-due to the fact that the stricken hal-
lens courted death by their refusal
to summon doctors, ow if they did, by
-their refusal to follow the directions
given them.
The first death to occur up town
for nearly to weeks appears in to-
-day's record. It is that of an Italian
woman near the Ninth-street near-
ket. Her case came from the origi-
nal infeition.
Prompt Reports.
Dr. Kohnke said today that al-
though the City Board of Health had
subordinated its powers to the Fed-
eral Government, it would continue
to do alI in its power to require phy-
sicians to make prompt report of
cases which come in their practice.
There is a law on the statute books
punishing physician, who fail to re-
port yellow fever, and while the de-
sire heretofore has been to avoid in-
voking thee ordinance, Dr. Kohnke
Pays prosecution 'hereafter will follow
lailure of the physticiani to obey it.
Dr. Souchon is making up a list of
-nurses and physicians who are wilting
to do service outside of New Orleans,
Bon Ami, Patterson and other points
where there is fever have asked for
scientific help, and the authorities will
make every effort to futmith it. Both
doctors and nurses are to be sent to
Patterson, where there is a perfect
nest of fever, though, thee far, of a
tnikt type. Assistance has already
been forwarded to Bon Ami. The
'Patterson cases are all among Ital-
ians, but it hes not yet been possible
to trace the original infection to New
Orleans, though it is ripected the in-
vestigation will show that some Ital-
ians from here joined the Italian col-
ony there.
From the Country.
Favorable and unfavorable advices
•
quarantine regulations. Lafayette has New City Solicitorl Aldermanic
come from the country concerning
refused to abide by the uniform quer- ,
antine proposed at the recent confer-
ence, but other pariehes are giving E. H. PURYEAR RESIGNS AND THE HIGHER BOARD RATIFIEStheir approvak Madison Parish fur- HIS SUCCESSOR IS NAMEDnishes another instance of irrational AT ONCE.querareetee both freight and deuce ,
being barred. The fact, however,
that there arc suspicious cases in Tal-
lulah, in that parish, may cause an
amelioration of the quarantine there.
First Vice-President Thompson of
the Southern Wholesale Grocers' As-,
AssIsT. sociation, after an investigation of
local cenditions, has sent out a cir-
cular calling attention to the fact that
there had been much exaggeration in
special dispatches concerning the sit-
uation, that with the Marine Hospital
Service in charge there is complete
confidence in Naw Orleans that bus-
iness, with few exceptions, is moeing
along slowly that the truth of the
mosquito theory will undeuetelly be
preeeece and that there will be prac-
tical eradication of the fever before
frost comes.
To Discontinue Business.
Owing to the difficulties it has met
with at Tieobile, after being forced to
revert its ships from New Orleans,
the United Fruit Company. it is
learned, has decided temporarily to
disc Intinue its Colon business. Two
more steamer. are now coemletir.g
cargoes there and will 'bring them to
New Orleans under the six-day de-
tention, but thereafter no more
steamers will be sent to that port
,bile the fever exists.
The New Orleans Cotton Ex-hange
has made a $2,300 contribution to the
fund desired by the government. Gov.
Blanchard annoueces that the Oate
appropriation of Stoo,000 to the fund
will be advanced to the Marine Hos
pital Service in sums of S.zosoo each.
GOSSIPS ARE BUSY
WITH LOOMIS
Lucky Ohioan Said to Have Eye On
Mexico or Brazil.
ve'asientltete Aug to.—Asostard
Secretary of State Loomis having re-
turned from his special mission abroad
is connection with the transfer of the
remains of John Paul Jones, and hav-
ing promptly called upon die presi-
dent since arriving,, the goseeps here
are buey making future plans for this
interesting and much-talked-of official
Some folks who cln not admire Mr.
Looenis seem positive that the time
is nitre for him to be lets out of the
government service entirely; but most
people have the idea that instead of
retiring to private life this lucky
Ohio mars will es-en get something
twiner in the near future. It kr a well
known fact that Mk. Loomis would
like to become ambassador to some
foreign country, Mexico preferred.
since, it is only reasonable to suppose
that he could not expect to secure a
European post of thee rank at pres-
ent, and next to Mexico he would like
to be sent to Brazil. These white im-
arine that Leiomis is in danger of :lev-
ering his coinection with the govern-
ment pay-roll will do well to remem-
ber *hat it was the present tiro assist-
ant secretary of state who engineered
the deal by which the Panama threw
off the yoke of Colombia. And knov,--
ing ones are of the opinion that Loom
is is as solid ail possible with the
Roosevelt achnitiemaition.
IS CHARGED TO INCENDIARY
Discharged Employe Responsible for
$25,000 Blase at Elmendorf.
Lexington, Ky., Aug to.—Fire at
the Elmendorf farm of J. B. Hawn
lase night destroyed a large stock
barn and three trotting-bred horses,
together eith considerable provender
and farming implements. The leaer
els valued at $1o.000. Henry Robin-
eon, a negro employe of the farm, was
suspected, and after bring arrested by
Manager Berryman made a cordesaion
implicating a prominent young man
who had a few days ago been discherg
et1 as foreman The hose will reach
$25,000.
SITE FOR NEW COLLEGE.
To Be Selected by Committee Meth-
odist Board of Education.
--
Louisville, Ky., Aug. to.—At the
olleeting of the Methodist state board
of education. at Lexington; on. Sep-
tember he a cotomettee will be appoint
ed to visit the towns in Western Ken-
tucky who are Peeking the colinge
which is to be erected by the Metho-
dist church, nod& the will of Mrs.
Fannie Speed. Beaver Dana, Paducah,'
Owensboro, Henderson, Central Cite',
Hopkineville and Cadiz ace among the
cendidatee. It is thought the site will
be selected in December.
Smallpox is raging furiously ir
Valparaiso, Chile. Five hundred and
fifty deaths in seven clays is the rt- American and four Japaneseport on the Toth. Other points near- i were badly hurt in a not at Blaine,
by are also badly effected. Wash.
Mayor Yeiser Appoints His Son-in-
Law, James Campbell, Jr., to
the Vacancy.
! -It will surprise many to learn this
morning that Mr. E. H. Puryear last
evening reeigned to Mlayor D. A.
• Yeiser tele office of' City Solicitor,
and etiatithe Mayor has exercised his
full privilege in the matter and ap-
eptiuted -his. son-in-*w. Mr. James
Seimpbele Jr., to fill the vacancy.
j ;n eesigaing the office to which the
!people elected him at the last regular
election, Mr. Puryear says that he
, was compelled to do. so because the
duties of the office were taking too
much of bis time from his private
business, and that the salary of the
office was not sufficent to justify the
sacrifice which he was making. He
aaked that the resignation take effect
at once, and with last night he re-
tired. The irranediate effect of the
resignation required an early appoint-
ment to fill the vacancy, and this the
mayor mac* by tendering the office
to Mir. James Campbell, Jr., who ac-
cepted it at once and made a bond
which was ratified by the board of al-
dermen last night. Therefore with
the coming of today Mr. Campbell
is the city solicitor, and the will at
once enter upon the duties of the of-
fice.
The salary of the city solicitor is
but Seam a year. The office is an
important one and one which, if
properly attended to, requires much
service and the closest of attention.
X‘pc only does the city solicitor at-
tend the legal business of the coun-
cil, deeming all ordinances and decid-
ing aft points of law, but he looks
akeTeet the city's welfare in all the
cotirts. It takes Airlock to attend to
the office as it should be attended to.
In retiring Mir. Puryear does so
with the satisfaction of having well
performed his duties as city solicitor.
He has been untiriug and painstaking
in all /is work.
In filling the vacancy as he did
Mayor Yei-er chose very wisely. Mr.
Campbell is a member of one of the
city's strongest law firms, and per-
sonally is capable in law. He is able
to and no doubt will fill the office of
noteecit41;eslicitor to the satisfaction of all. regrading a
resignation of Mr. Peeyear earn), -
Regarding the street car track athaving occurred just within the nine-
Sixth and Broadway switch, the WordTY *ere provision of the statutes or
the provision of the law, no election
to fill the vacancy will occur at the
approaching election, but at the elec-
tion falling a year from November.
Mr. Campbell will, therefore, have
some eighteen month-s to serve before






Board Notified of Resignation of City
Solicitor and Naming of His
Summar.
A BLACKBURN MAN NOMINAT-
ED BY BALLARD AND CAR-
LISLE COUNTIES.
-- -
In the Primary Yesterday Will T.
White, of Wickliffe, Wins
Easily.
Mr. W. T. Vehete, of Wickliffe, eon
of Judge James D. White, was nom-
inated in the democratic primary yes-
terday for repreeentetive of Ballard
and Carkeele counties in the next gen-
eral iesseinbly.
Mee.' 'White defeated the present
re-prmitative, Mr. Jelhn T. Davis, of
therderell, by over 200 votes, the oth-
er candidate. Mr. J. H. Wyatt, reeeie-
ng Imre votes than Davis.
The iseue in the race hinged on the
United States senatorship Mr.
White was ate avowed Blackburn man
and made his race accordingly. while
it is said that Messrs. Davis and Wy-
att were nor'-committal on the ques-
tion as to, whom they would support
in the eveiheof their election; so the
result mat be considered a pronounc-
ed Blackburn victory.
ONE NEGRO SHOOTS ANOTHER
Quarreled Over a Woman and One
Winged the Other.
A shooting ecrepe occurred last
night at Tenth and Harrison streets
in which Algert Butler shot John
MIltisthell in the hand. Both are ne-
groes and they Ad engaged in a
controversy over a n•egro woman.
Putter pulled his pistol and Mitchell
fled into an adjoining room. Butler,
howeiree, fired atwl the bullets went
through two doors and hit its mark.
'hterternd 6= not considered clanger-
Butter made his escape.
The board of aldermen met last
night with all the membere-preeent,
v:z: Starks, Fat-Icy, Orme, Durrett,
Kraus, Grief, Davis ahel
The session lasted ler nearly three
hours niost of all the time being con-
sumed in ratifying the council's work
of last Monday nigh:.
There was ante the- that came as a
eerpriee and that as whet) Mayor
Yeiser read the roei• sation of E. ,FL
Puryeas as city aoloic:tor.....The resig-
nation of an officer elected by the peo
plc is reeigreable to the mayor alone.
Mayor Yeiser annriunced that he had
appointed Attorney James Campbell,
Jr., to succeed Mr. Puryear. The res-
ignation took 'effect at once. Mr. Par
year gave as his reason that he did
not have time to spare from his law
and abstract practice and the salary
was too smell and did not justify the
time and the sacrifice of his law prac-
tice.
Mr. Campbell gave W. F. Bradshaw
Jr.. and James Campbell, Sc, as his
bondsmen and they were accepted,
which is a ratification of the appoint-
ment.
The action of the lower board re-
wording the invitation to participal.
ir the Labor Day parade was con
curred in.
The mayor was ordered to sign the
$roso note of Contractor Karnes a-
final settlement of the amount due for
work on the city hospital, same to be
transferred to Langstaff-Orme Man-
ufacturing company.
Mayor Yeher recommended that
the account of the Paducee Furniture
company against the Riveteree hospi-
tal be allowed when properly signed.
The board concurred 'no the matter
or grave headstones being advanced
in price, J. E. Williamson baying
thrown up the contract ein account of
advance in 9eone.
The hoard agreed with the lower
hoard in regard to the mayor being
auttiOrized to sell two lots at Tenth
and Clay.
The mayor was to renew Terre*
settlement of tfse
of public works was ordered oo have
the track remedied at once and not
wait any longer on the car company.
Mr. Farley suggested that a plug be
put in and stop the water Isom com-
ing up when a car posses over it.
The Berry-Smpedky controversy on
a dividing line of property, the mat-
ter was refereed and the city engineer
will probably be ordered to make a
survey to satisfy the parties.
Tlee matter regarding Sanitary In-
spector Henrp.Brush in which Dr.
Pendk-y, president of the board of
health, filed charges of failure to at-
tend properly to his duties, was
brought up and the council's action
ratified for a hearing of the- charger;
filed.
It was ordered that the mayor in re-
worse to the board of health, appoint
two extra sanitary inspectors fee a
period of two months. Mr. Starks
spoke saying he thought it W AA un-
lawful for the board of health to ap-
point sanitary officers and thought
the aldermen arid council should select
them. The board of health wes or-
dered to select the two officers but
they are to be under the jur-isdiction
of the health officer.
The finance ocsnmitteeei report of
bills, salaries, etc., amourrting to $28,-
973, was read and accepted.
The account of the Seagrave peo-
ple of $61 50 was referred to the fire
committee.
The treasurer and auditor's report
was read and filed. It showed a bal-
ance July tee, of $1814.37.87, wit.h
collection's July $33,549494 with dis-
bursements., $56,2t8.71, leaving a
baiance of $159,238.25.
An ordinance was read by Alder-
man Grief regarding spitting or ex-
pectorating on sidewalks and public
buildhigs.
The first reading was given an or-
dinance to keep lewd women and
common prostitutes from visiting and
congregating in saloons. The penal-
ty for the violation of the ordinance
was not less than $10 or mere than
$25 Or imprloonment not less than ten
days or more than thirty days or fine
and itteprieotintene both in the discre-
tion of the court. Alderman Farley
was against the ordinance as he mid
it could not be enforced as it would
prevent women from going in hotete
or groceries as the ordinance says
"where whisky ie sold." After much
dlietiovion the ordinance was given its
fleet Tr:image.
'An ordinance reganting the speed
and the regulation of automobiles in
te. city was given its first reading.
L lie iedinance says that the speed
shaH not be over six miles per hour
and the machines shall be so lighted
es to have a red light behind and a
headlight in front and there shall be
a number from the city clerk each
ene. They must be se-plied :h an
ierm berr or horn, and no pere:e ex-
(opt the owner must tempo- with the
machine while it is standing on the
street. The fine for the violation is
not less than $5 Or more than $25.
An ordinance was referred back to
the jerint ordinance committee regard-
ieg vehicle, from standing on streets
longer than a specified time and also
for throwing refuse, trash, filth., peel-
ings on sidewalks and streets and for
vehicles containing anything that is a
nuisance must be kept moving while
on the streets.
The ordinance for granite-id walks
on Tennessee street from Twelfth to
Thirteenth streets was given its first
reading. This work is to be cotn-
pkted by October isth.
Several ordinances were read for
g-aveling and grading and opening
up streets on the South Side in Me-
chanicsburg.
Yeiser avenue from Ashbrook to
Hayes avenue is to be graded and
graveled ircovided the street is made
wider ve 're tl-e Baptist church is lo-
cated. e :le prow:: e•nere —e hes-tsly in favor of it if 4.
Wide" It is on'y feet' • and
n4 ee be about 60 feet. '
olutior was accented in which
at Hel. brie!: manufacturers,
.e.• exempted from tax 't for five
aro erovided they did e employthan 20 pen ons. "I eere were••liree reys on this.
A request was read asleirre 're Har-:eon street fo be sidrewalk-e eeern
left to Thirteenth.
question of wecoe duty it is,the -ev clerk or treasurer, to makeout tee warrants drawn on the citydepository wee brought up. Therewoere reverel repine:me expressed andthe eery solicitor gave it a-s his opin-ion that it was the duty of the treas-urer. The matter was finally referredto the finance committee and solicitor,but dewing the meantime the cityclerk was to comintse to make out thewarrants as he has been doing.The motion of Alderman Starksto require the city auditor to furnishan itemized report of all bills paidout by ehe city was lost, as was alsohis other motion for a list of salariesallowed tor be itemized and broughtbefore the board of aldermen. Many
communications regarding the build-ing of new streets were referred to
the Board of Public Works and City
Engineer.
A letter from a number of North
Second street merchants in regard to
making a remedy of the sewers re-
cently constructed so asi to not han-
dicap them in loading and unloading
goods was read, and the arta-note
which they bad paid to repair them
so as to suit them was also We'l for
action.
A communication from E. W.
Whittemore for relief for overa-sese-
'tient was referred to the board of 'u-
per-visors.
Several ordinances were read for
the extension of water mains in Me-
chanicsburg, and concurred in with
the council.
The report of the chief of police
showed that he had colleretd fines in
July amounting to $539.
The action of the lower boand wa,
concurred in. and Mr. Mitchell, the
former saloon man, was ordered to
be paid back $73 which he had paid
for saloon license.
L. B., Rogers Wa gianted pet-mis-
sion to open up a saloett at tit South
Third street.
An ordnance was ordered drifted
for a spur track to be built to lie
Handy buggy factory at Ninth and
Harrison.
To the Board of Public Works was
referred the matter of censtructing a
street on Caldwell street ' near the
stock yards, for the Paducah Box and
Fasket factory, which is to be belt
shortly.
It was ordered that 'qrs. M. E. Car-
roll and M. R. L. Wiley he refunded
over-assessments on property.
The matter of refunding R. W. Mc-
Kinney an alleged tax for his vinegar
works was refused.
The city solicitor was, ordered to
draw' an ordnance prohibiting ice
wagons from ringing their bells in
any part of the cty.
The nilotion to place three electric
fans in the council chamber was ta-
bled.
The resolution from the lower
&wird requesting the chief of police
to enforce the stock ordinance was
concurred in, as waS also an ordi-
nance for the establielnivent of a city
pound in Mechaniceburg.
The action of the council in order-
George Yopp was granted a -saloon
in the 'halfway upstairs in the city
(Continued on Eighth Page.).
KOMUR.A'S
HAND DOWN
THE RUSSIANS NOW KNOW





While There Is No Intimation of the




Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. so.—The
Ressler*, now knowewhat the Japan-
ese want in consideration of peace be-
twee!) the two nation,. It was offic-
ially announced just after noon today,
at the close of the morning confer-
ence of the peace envoys, that the
condition-s on which the Japanese are
willing to make peace were presented
to the Russians during - the session
which had just closed. le was stated
that the terms were left with the Ruse
stare* to study and consider and with
the request that an anewor ehould be
given au the earliest moment and in
writing just as the terms were sub-
nutted. Until the Russians are ready
to make their answer to the Japanese
terms the conference, by consent,
seands adjourned. It is alto said that
the powers of the envoys was fully
regulated or made known during the
same session. '
These announoevrients created ohe
deepest interest and there has been
much speculation as to what the de-
trances of the Japanese really are.
There are intimations and %voile,
but it is safe to say that while some
of these may hit wear the mark there
i.s nothing known to any one other
than the chiefs of the two bodies.
There was nothing to be judged by
the way the Russians accepted the
terms of the Japanese nor their ac-
tions since. It Wa4i clear, however,
that M. Witte and his associates have
taken consideration of the terms un-
der instant advisement, for many
telegrams have been written and sent
to St. Petot-burg and other points
It is generally believed that the Rus
seams will make DO reply to the Jap-
anese for several days.
ALL EYES ON JAPANESE.
Much Speculation As to Result of
Yesterday's Conference.
Porternouth, N H., Aug. to.—In
glorious sunehtine shortly after 9
o'clock this forenoon the peace plen-
ipotentiaries of the warring nations of
the East set out for the navy yard
here, to hold their second session, at
which, according to general belief,
Japan might be expected to show her
hand to her adversary. Upon the mod
eration of stiffness of the terms will
depend the continuation of the War in
the far Eaet.
In some well-in-formed quarters,
however, doubt existed whether the
Japanese would today lay their cards
on the table. For isotope reason the
impression existed that Baron Komu-
ra was sparring for a liter more time.
Picked it had beets vaguely intimated
that some minor prelimirmariee regard-
ing procedure would remain to be set-
tied and that the whole day, possibly,
might he coneumed in decisions upon
three details.
Carefully 'Prepared.
The Japanese envoys gave nor the
'lightest hint of what wase to he ex-
pected. With all the secreey observ-
ed by Oyame in planning a_forward
movetnent Baron Korreura and his
suite have prepared their diplomatic
campaign here. Mr. Witte and his
colleagues are in the dark. They can
only wait and watch for the decisive
moment to arrive. It i's known, how-
ever, that they went to the meeting
this morning strongly inclined to be-
lieve that for sotnt reason their ad-
versaries would not reveal their posi-
tion today.
Although intimations have been
thrown out from Japanese sources
that when the time arrived they would
lay down their terms and practically
announce that Mr. Witte meet take
cc reject them as a basis.. and that
the issue would practically be decided
at the first clash, the Associated Press
has the strongest reason to believe
that no such tlacties are to be pursued.
While it es undoubtedly to the ad-
vantage of the Japanese plerepoltentia-
nes to reduce the chances for diplo-




'•-•°` •AE W ERY MINUTE SEEL
TO BE PUTTING IT LOW.
ENOUGH.
une by inserting the f ollow
tisement widely:
"Agents Wanted—Over
dimes received front one
vertisernient in Sunday paper. Only
:to cents capital required. Will send
copy of ad for to cents coin.'
To every person Who sent him to
cents he mailed a copy of the identi-
tical ahvertiaement that he himself
bad inserted. He was reveling in a
harvest of dimes when the Postoffice
Department got busy.
A ciimmiin -swindle is one which
appeals to the dishonesty of the vic-
tims, This kind of a schetre is pre-
ferreck as the dupes are afraid to
"peach," lest they themselves be
placed under arrest, and there is con-
sequently less danger of molestation.
A Chicago firm a short time ago sent
all over the country the following
letter to women::
"Dear Madam.—In going over the
repair department of a large jewelry
concern which we have just put-
chased we find a number of rings,
s,--)it-I•r• -sic, of whose ownershipp
v. • are nncertain. One ring bears
yinir name, hence we infer it belongs
to you. If such is the case please
send its 85 centi. kir repair and refin-
ishing charges, together with 14 cents
to pay cost of sending by registered
mail. and we will send the ring to you
at once."
If the woman addressed thought
she saw a good thing and invested
her cis cents she received in return
a clsarse, brass ring worth about t
cent. The firm had gone along do-
ing business for a good while with-
out being discovered, as the victims
realized that but for their own dis-
honesty they would not have been
bitten, and that it behooved them to
keep their mouths closed. The
swindling firm was brought to book.
however, as all such concerns are.
sooner or later. The letter which
was its undoing was addressed to
"Miss Horra W. Reed, San Francis-
co." In response the firm received
the following:
"Gentlemen—I arn not a girl. am
a retired naval officer. I never had




The old saying that "a sucker is
born every minute," seems, in the
light of recent revelations by the
Postmaster General, to be suscepti-
ble of amendment. These p-evela-
tions brought out in his campaign
againzt fraudtilent concerns that use
the mails, indicate that a sucker is
born every quarter of a minute, or,
at least, every thirty seconds.
The old matrimonial' swindle con-
tinues to gather in its victims by the
thousands, just ai if it never had been
exposed. A new matrimonial "bu-
reau" springs into existence to take
the place of every one that is
squelched, and it, too, flourishes like
a green bay tree uritil nipped in the
bud in its turn.
One of the most interesting of the
matrimonial bureau frauds was that
one at South Bend, Ind.. which Post-
master Cortelyoa put out of business
•',e other day. The proprietor of
t agency formerly kept a disrepu-
resort near South Bend, so the
•ffice Inspector reported, but he
he cculd make more money
irinii to love-torn men and
He advertised his "nsatiri-
Hire:..:•' extensively and re-
i•• erage of ItAoo 'letters
- 'lege majority of which
ley orders. He was in
-one a very wealthy
Cortelyou's sleuths
wi oil : n.
-tiser Tits were limited to
two, • '-•-• 1 them sufficient to
tie ,trings of his love-
r.' vIcti7i•s. 'ley were as follows:
"A tridil.le- d bachelor, in coin-
' ••able itances, would like
'en: hos. 'oving wife. No ob-
-:'-tion to ir woman. Address
'.'slalter, ;AS .1'11:n street, South Bend.
•id."
A refined American girl, attractive,
welb-edincated and very wealthy,
would like kind, honest husband. No
objection topoor man. Address May,
i56 Main street, Smith Bend, Ind."
From all over the country came
letters answering these advertise-
ment,•. The writers were informed in
all caseS that it would be necessary
for them to purchase membership
, tickets in the matrimonial agency be-
• fore meeting his or her affinity. The
membership fee for a man was $5.
while women were let in at the re-
markably low rate of $2 per. The
-men who invested $5, with the hope
of winning a wealthy bride, and thus
placing themselves on Easy street
for life were doomed to disappoint-
ment, and so were the women who
had conjured up visions of conjugal
happiness with a "bachelor in com-
fortable circumstances" as a life cons-
panion. When the matrimonial bu-
reau had "salted away" the entrance
fees it dropped the applicants like
bot cakes. They were not- able to
secure satisfactory replies from the
agency after that. Almost invaria-
bly they gave up in silence, dreading
the scorn and ridicule that publicity
would bring to them.
• A shrewd individual over at Long
court, of this city.Branch, N. J., made a miniature fort-I
,,r5F1J„, &Snag
THE BIG TOWBOAT B. WIL-
LIAMS SINKS NEAR GOL-
CANDA.
Accident Happened Yesterday Fore-
noon—Damages Will be About
$io,000, With no Insurance.
The toss, boat J. B. Williams, one
of the largest bloats of kind plying
in the western waters, sunk yester-
day forenoon at the Sisters Island,
about six miles 'below Colconda. The
accident was caesed• by the boat run-
ning over a - log. A hole about. 40
feet long wa , knocked in the 'bottom
of the bow and she went down rap-
idly, and it was only a short time
until shewas dimost covered with
water. Only a portion of the deck
can be seen. The boat is straight
with the current and no further 'dam-
ages of consequence are anticipated.
The Williams was en route up the
Ohio river with a tow of empties,
which were landed safe near Bay
City. There were no lives lost, as all
persons on the boat escaped on the
barge's. The boat is valued at about
$5o,000, with no insurance. The dam
ages wilt probably amount to $lo.000.
The boat will be raised at once. The
Williams i's owned by the Pittsinwg
River Combine, which owns a num-
ber of boats in these waters, and who
carry their own insurance. Capt.
Frank -Hyatt Was in command.
The place where this boat met with
this accident is considered one of the
most dangeroui channels in the Ohio
river, and is always dreaded by steam-
boatmen. It has been the cause of
damage to many other steamers.
The Williams was constructed in
1876, but was rebuilt in 1903. The
boat has a capacity of flor tons, and
is 210 feet long.
This boat passed Paducah about
to o'clock Sunday morning and
moored out in the river souse dis-
tance until a supply of provisions
could be secured. Cairo refused to
allow her to land there on account of
the boat having come from the south-
ern water-i in the yellow fever sur-
roundings.
We give the president of the United
States a cannon salute of 21 guns
when he is not traveling
Wherefore 21? Why not 26 or 30? The
royal ,ialtite of England is also 21
guns. One explanation is that the age
of majority in England is 21, and
when' we threw off the yoke of the
rrother country it 4ignified that we
were okl enough to shift fot ourselves,
hence were 21. The "gun of 1776"
equaled the sum of the digits, 1-7-7-6
equals 21. In England the original
royal salute was seven guns, and laver
three times :zr yen signified one seven
for each of the political divisions.
Robert C. McChord Dead.
-Lebanon, Ky.. Aug. 9.—Robert C.
McChord, Sr., eighty-one years of
age, died at Elizabeth Hospital in this
city after a lingering illne-s. Mr.
MicChard was one of Lebanon's old-
est and most honorable citizens. He
is survived by five sons and three
daughters. well-to-do and widely
known citizens—W. C., A. If and C.
.C. McChord. of Springfield; John and
'Dr. R. C. M'cChord, of Lebanon; Mrs.
Mary Ray and Miss Lydia McChord.
of Louisville, and Mrs. .j. F. Har-
ing adver- ia ring such as you describe. Many
'thanks for your consideration,a quart of ..HORRA WILLIAM REED."small ad- The retired naval officer thought he
smelled a mouse and gave the tip to
the postal authorities.
Another of the late-t frauds devel-
oped, the success of which also de-
pended on the dishonesty of the vic-
tims, was devised in the brain of a
'citizen of North Pembroke, N. Y. lie
got rich working his little scheme.
1 His advertisement wa:, as follows:
I "Money--F. A. M. $a bill sent to
I any address for 25 cents; will give
$25 to any one who can detect it."
! Persons who parted with their
1
quarters in the hope of receiving a
counterfeit $2 bill were sent eight
slips of paper, each containing an
identical recipe for making carbolic
acid salve. Accompanying the print-
ed slips was the following:
I "Kind Friend—The name of the $2
bill comes from eight 25-cent recipes,
'which I enclose. Total bill of receipts
I A man at Greycourt, N. Y., operat-
ing by means of circular letters, in-
formed his intended victims that he
had discovered a new breakfast food
and wanted a good namti for it---"a
name with advertising phssibilities."
lie promised to give a fine automobile
I to the person who suggested what
iseemed to him the best name, the
i only expense to be borne by the re-
cipient being the freight to his home.
Ile asked that answer: he sent in at
once, as he proposed to use the first
'good name received:To every person who answered the
sharper wrote a letter saying that thei name suggested answered all pur-
po;es, that "the auto is yours" and
%that it would he shipped on receipt of
,$ao to coven- freight. Those who
sent $2o "to pay the freight" never
heard from him again.
! The Postoffice Department is now
issuing an average of nearly two
order, a day, and Postmaster Gen-
eral Cortelyou is doing a great work
in behalf of the army of suckers who





For that Tired Feel-




Chills and Fever. Fdr
sale by All Drug Stores
Price 50c per Bottle.
C. B. Hatfied
IS WRITING INSURANCE FOR
THE NORTHWESTBRN MU-
TUAL LIFE OF MI.LWAUKEE
HE SOLICITS YOUR BUSINESS,
YOU WILL DO WELL TO SEE
HIM, ROOM 11, TRIIEHEART
BUILDING.' OLD PHONE, OF-
FICE, xgg; RESIDENCE, 316.
Four Gents a Pound
SEND YOUR ROUGH DRY
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,
FOUR CENTS A POUND. SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY. OLD PHONE tars.
Illinois Central R. R.
Atlantic City—All trains of August
loth, round trip $21.55 in connection
with B. & 0. S.-W, R. R. from Louis-
ville and on all train, leaving that
place August loth, good returning for
12 days.
For further particulars apply,
J. T. Donovan, Agt. Paducah, Ky.
G. C. Warfield, T. A.. Union depot.
GREEN GRAY
"The Old Reliable Barber," the
"King of Razors," has moved from
408 Broadway to log South Fourth
street (red front) and wishes to wel
come all his old friends and custom-
ers.
DR.. W. C. EUBANKS,
(Homeopathist)







, 108-210 Fraternity Building.
Office also Park lild'g, Mayfield Ky.
.S. W. Arnold
The real estate agents, has Simms
worth of city property for sale and




The city candidates tor the various
offices to be voted for at the demo-
cratic primary Aug. 21 Will ,peak at
ft/Mowing time and place. Everybody
invited to COJThe out and hear them.
The s-peakings will occur at 8 o'clock
p. m. at the places and on the dales
below given;
Old depot, corner Eleventh and
Broadway, August 11.
I. C. freight shed, Sixth and below
Trimble, August 12.
Gallman'a, corner Twelfth and Bur-
nett, August 14.
Fire station, corner Jones and
Tenth streets, August 15.
Savage voting place, corner Six-
teenth and Monroe, Augtt,t 16.
County court tic-use, August 17.
Market house, August 18.
City hall, August tg.
Come one, come all, and bring your
friends and hear what they have to
say. Every citizen should be inter-
ested in the affairs of the municipal
government of his city. Bring yonr
wivea and children; nothing will be
said or done that will mar the tender-
est refinement of the hearers.
Henry Mammen. 7r.. the reliabo
book manufacturer, Blank Books
Job and Editiou binding. The onis
exclusive book hinder in Paducah
Library work a specialty.
For perfection anti rarity smoke




Extverriely bow rates are announc-
ed via the Southern railway from
points on its lines for the follow.ng
special occasions:
Tenn.—Mionteagle BibleTraining schools July 3—Aug. 15, 1905Monteagle, Tenn.—Wornan's con-
gress, Aug. 1-15, -loos.
Nashville, Tenn.—Peabody college
summer schools, Vanderbilt Biblical
inst.tute, June I4—Aitig. 9, 1905
Miss.—Seminer school,
University of Mississippi, June '4—Aug. 9, 1905.
kicabasond, Va.—Farmers' Motional
congress, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
Tuscaloosa, Ala.—Summer schoolfor teachers, June 16—July 28, 1905.
Rates for the above occasion open
to the public. Tickets will be solid to
these points from all stations on the
Southern railway. 
Detailed'information can be had up n application to
any ticket agent of the Southern
railway or agents of connecting Pnes
or by addressing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexing-
ton, Ky.
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Wash-
ington, D. C.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
Louisville, Ky.
G. B. ALL'EN, A. G. P. A.. St.
Lows. Mo.




zoo Room Notei--High and Dry and
Well Ventilated.
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
YOUR VACATION.
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC-.
COMMODATIONS, AND THE
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-
TERS.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG HUNTING, FISHING,
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE-
MENTS SOTH FOR THE OLDAND THE YOUNG.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
RAILROADS.
'Bus Line Meets all Trains.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works,
If you want your clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take Aim to K. C.
Rose, 329 South Third street. I have
the nicest line of samples for tints
in the city. Snits made to order.
E. H. IPURY EAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and '15 Register Building







EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAI





S. P. POOL, Manager
GUY NANCE, Aut.
aos South Third Street.
Reqidence over store
Both Phones rzo'—Prices Reasonable
Dr. B. T, Hall
Office with Drs. Rivets & Rivers
1110 North Fifth, Both Phones 355.
Residence zzsz Clay. Old kho.. rig,
Dr. B. B. Or yith
TRUEHEART
Both phones 88 at the office, both
phones aco at residence. Office heurs
7 to 9 in.; a to 3 1). in.:, to t p. tr.
A S. DABNEY,
--DEN 1' IS T—
Traehea.rf la•-•
40,
At the head of the class, Elks'
Dream me Cigar.
L. S. DuBois, Prest. H. C. Overbey, Vice-Prest, Wm. Hughes, Cashier.
STATEMENT
The Paducah Banking Co.
At Close of Business, June 30, 1905.
RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts   $203,070.84Cash and exchange 




LIABILITIES.Capital   zoo,000.00Deposits 
115,619.23Rediscounts   za,soo.00Tax account 





Do you want a first class job by an
expert workman? If you do take
It to
John 3. 13leich, jeweler.
224 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
N., COULSON
...PLUMBING.
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 5_, Broadway.
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST C
Of Paducksi.h, Kentucky,
Capital and Surplus $1155,c000
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRE&
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in fire
proof vault for rent at $3 to $ro per year as to aisle. You carry your own
key and no one but yourself has access.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open under a pew
management for guests at the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE














Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam ;Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369, - - Residence Phone 726
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance




350 EVERY DAY 2-XCEPT SUNDAY.
11 :30 UNTIL 2 P. M.










































































































































. 'Notice is hereby given that pursu-
• ants.to and by- virtue of a- decree in
the above entitled cause, by the above
'entitled court, Boo Waiter Evans,
Judge, dated July 3, 1905, I, the un-
dersigned, Special Commissioner,
will sell at public auction to the high-
est and best bidder, upon the terns
hereinafter stated, at the county court
house door, in McCracken county,
state of Kentucky, in the city of Pa-
ducah, at noon on the !oh day of
September, 1905, the same being the
first day of the McCracken county
court, as an entirely and as one Prop-
erty, and not in separate parcels, all
and singular the property of the de-
a fent:lane slid People's Independent
Telephone company, thereinafter more•
specifically described and all the right,
title, interest and equity of redemp-
tion of staid People's Independent
Telephone Co., in and to said prop-
erty, described as foilowa, towit:
Being all the property, real and
personal, and is-heresoever situated,
of said People's Independent Tele-
phone Co., being party of the first
part, whether in possession, remain-
der or reversion, Of in action, and
now owned or hereafter to be ac-
quired, a!! the telephones, telephone
lines, telephone exchanges and sys-
;41 
ternso now belonging to or hereafter
to be acquired by said Telephone
company under its present or any• future corporate powers; ail fran-
chises, granted by the city of Patin-
cah. Ky., privileges, rights, ease-
ments, licenses poles, wires, conduits,
cable., batteries, switchboards, appa-
ratus, appliances, tools, implements,
material, pupplies, office furniture
and fixtiu4s now owned or hereaf-
ter to be acquired by said telephone
company; all other machinery equip-
ment to and chatte! property of every
kind and nature, irsed in connection
with its jelephone exchanges and
wystems and now owned or hereafter
to be acquired by said telephone
company, and all its tolls, rents, in-
come, chose* in aoion; claims and
demand.; of every kind and descrip-
tion, n•ov owned by it or hereafter to
'be acquired; and including not only
all it. property ant rights of every
• kind in the city A f Paducah, county
of McCracken. in the state of Ken-
tucky, hut all its property right and
right*, real, personal and mixed, tan-
gible and intangible, wheresoever
situated, now owned or hereafter to
'be acquired.
Also the property known a. the
Alexander !system of telephones, same
being lines, exchanges and polies in
the counties of Crittenden. Union,
Webster. Lyon and Living-ton, in the
state of Kentucky; and also the fol-
lowing extensions of lines, from the
city of Paducah to the Marshall coun-
ty line in Kentucky. and to Lone
• Oak. in McCracken county, and to
Smithland, in Livingston county,
Kentucky. including submarine Ca-
ble across Tennessee river.
Also the following described real
estate with improvements thereon,
situated in Paducah. Ky., on the east
aide of South Fifth street between
Broadway and Kentucky avenue, for-
merly Court street, described as foe
lows; :
(Beginning at a point in the east
line of Fifth street, one hundred and
seventy-three feet and three inches
(173 ft. 3 in.) from the southeast
corner of Fifth and Broadway streets,
running thence at right angles from
Fifth street an& towards; Fourth
street, one hundred and seventy-two
feet, thence soutbwardly towards
Court street, and at a right angle.
thirty-one feet to the division line or
fence between 'said lot and the lot oc-
cupied by the public school building;
thence along said line and in a west-
wardly direction one hundred anti
• seventy-two feet to Fifth street,
thence with' the line of Fifth street
thirty-one feet to the beginning point.
together with all the rights, title and
appurtenances thereunto belonging
or in any way appertaining. Being the
same property conveyed to it by J.
W. Canspbeli and James Campbell
by deed dated the 4th day of July,
1902, and duly acknowledged and de-
livered to the defendant company on
the 17th day ol July, 1902, and re-
corded on the 28th day of July. 1902,
in McCracken county court clerk's
office.
Notice Of Sale
BY UNITED STATE SPECIAL
COMMISSIONER SEPT. le
In the District Court of the United




The terms and conditions of this
sale are as follows, that is to say:
Said sale to be conducted and
made according to the rules and
practice of and subject to confirma-
tion by this court, and to satisfy the
amounts due and to become due as in
said decree provided for amounting
to $252,625.00 with interest from the
1st day of July, 1905. at 5 per cent....,
i The purchaser or purchasers may
use and apply in making payment of
i( , the purchase price any of the out-standing bonds or over-that coupons,eectwed by said mortgage in said de-
".cree mentioned, in a menner and to
, 4the extent as in said decree providsd
and Ouch other jtirtgrneet as the
eotert "tray 'hereinafter make; yrovi
ed, 'however, that no original bid w. I&
I be accepted at said sidle for less than
1875,000.00 and unless the purchasershall, when the property is struckdown to him, at once pay and deliver
to said commissioner on account of
his purchase, the sum of $5,00o.00 in
a certified check, payable to John R.
Puryear, clerk of said court. And the
remainder of said purchase money
shall, within • twenty days from the
confirmation of said sale, or such
further time as the court may allow
on application of the purchaser for
good cause shown, complete the pay-
ment of the entire amount of the pur-
chase money. Said special commis-
sioner will then make, execute and
deliver to said purchaser or purchas-
ers a deed to said properties as in
Hid decree provided, the plaintiff
and the People's Independent Tele-
phone cos'-any to execute and deliv-
er, under the direction of the said
special commissioner, the convey-
ances executed by them respectively,
i by way of confirmation and for the
'insurance of title to the purchaser or
purchasers, bis, its or their assigns,
of all and singular, the mortgage
property and premises and every part
and parcel thereof, of every kind
and description and wherever situat-
ed, hereby directed to be sold by
said commissioner; and a lien will be
retained in said deeds to further se-
cure the payment of the unpaid pur-
chase price.
In witness whereof I hereunto sign
my hand, this the 8th day of July,





Built a House Alone With a Helper
for Two Weeks Only.
To prove what one man can do is
told in the recent work of Mr. Buck
Whitetrurst, the weld-known ship car-
penter and ex-policeman.
Mr. Vetritehurst has just completed
the task which required seven weeks
of continuous labor. • He built a nice
cottage for his daughter, and he did
.all the work by hinisen, except a
helper who was employed thirteen
clay's at $1.50 per day to assist in get-
ting the bomber to the higher [dace,
about the house. The residence is lo-
cated at 1221 Madison street, and is
strongly and handsomely built. It
has several mornit and the lumber
i
abone cost $750.
For one per-vin to complete this
task practically alone in such a short
time is remarkable
I ROBBED AN INDIANA BANK
-
Harry Haas Arrested in Alabama Af-
ter Chase Over Many States.1
Mobile, Ala., Aug. 9.-An Item
special from Fruitdale, Washington,
county, forty miles north of Mobile,
pt 7
I Harry Wass, the Darlington, Ind.,
bank robber, was arrested at this
p!ace early this morning after an ex-
c'ting chase over severat states. The
4 atrest was made at the instance of C.
E. Moorman, a justice of the peace
of Washington county. Ala., who rec-
ognized the fugitive and at once plac-
ed a warrant in the hands of J. M.
Smith, a constable, who placed Haas
ender arre-t. The crime for which
he is wanted is that of robbing the
honk of Darlington, Ind., of $5.000.
'Haas is held here awaiting the arrival




Relief Steamer Finds Anthony Fiala
And All Save One of Crew.
Honningsvaag, Norway, Aug. to.-
The Arctic steamer Terra Nova.
which went to the relief of the Fiala-
Ziegler polar expedition, has rescued
Anthony Fiala and all the others cnn-
tieeteld with elle expedition, with the
exception of one Norwegian seaman,
who died from natural causes. The
ship America, which took out the
expedition, was crushed in the ice
early in the winter of 19o3-4. and lost




Headquarters for Spaulding baseball




7th & Jackson Sts. phone 23?& Clay Sts, phone 38.
J. K. Hendrick, J. 0. Millet
HENDRICK & MILLER
LAWYERS
Rooms I, a and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broaaway.
'1
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 3r.
Paducah
Mattress Co.
For First-class Upholstering, Mattzess
Renovating and Fine Repairing.
We store, pack and ship furniture on
short notice.
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
szs LO 219 South Third St
G. C. DIUGUIDs
ATTORNE Ii'A.1" LAW.










Rooms zo, 11 and te, Colombi
Paducah. - • . Kentucky
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
-LAWYER--
room. at‘ and 2111. Fraternity Brits
Will prActl.:.t f .1: courts of Ky.
and IL
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office Hourst 8 to zo a. m., a to 3
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. m.




Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 35.
Paducah, Kentucky.
SHAW SAYS IS "MERE ROT." 
Hasn't ▪ Left Cabinet to Become .a
Presidential Candidate.
Roanoke, Va., Aug. 9.-Secretary
of the Treasury Leslie M. Shaw, who
is in Roanoke to address the *pub-
lican State convention, when shown
a dispatch from New York in which
it was steed that the Secretary had
quit President Roosevelt's cabinet to
enter the field as a-presidential can-
didate, drawled out the statement to
be "the merest rot."
I No Heat NowTo cause the fresh peint to blister.
Painting done now will stay painted
we do the work.





Burglars robbed Mayor Dunre.
of Chicago, Wednesday night just
after he returned from the East.
I Shampooning, Bleaching, • Dyeing,
Dandruff cured by elle:tricel treat-
ments. cs ody massage, Electrical
Hairdressing Parlors, 43! Jefferson
street.
North S,ixth.





J. V. GRIEF, MGR
3,9 Kentucky Avenue.-Tel, 956-red.
Taylor & Lucas,
LAWYERS.
Both Phones figs.-Rooms 203 and 204
Fraternity Building.
Office phone ssr, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 2°4-6 Fraternity Building.
H. B. KEEBLER,
Negotiations are fending for a con- CONTRACTOR ANb BUILDER.









THE BUGGY SEASON IS ON.PLETE LINE IN THE CITY. 0RUNNING NIGHT AND DAY. LWHEELS WITH THE BEST CRATWO-WIRE RUBBER TIRES ATP LSO HAVE A COMPLETE LINDLES AND, IN FACT, EVERYTH
EWELRY, BUGGIES, PHAETON
SPRING-WAGONS.
DON'T FAIL TO CAT.' %NT)
STOCK, AND GT:T OUR PRICES
SALES ROOMS NO. ors BROA
PAEYERS STREET; WAREHOUSE
WE HAVE THE MOS: COM-
UR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS
ET US RE-RUBBER YOUR
DE OF MORGAN & WRIGHT,
THE LOWEST PRICES. WE
E OF HARNESS, SADDL3S, BRI-
ING IN HORSE AND MULE
S. SURRIES, RUN-ABOUTS AND
LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSE
BEFORE YOU PURCHASE.
DWAY; WAREHOUSE NO.
NO. 2 THIRD AND MONROE






St. Louis and Tenessee River Pac.
et company-the cheapest and be..
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pkasare, condom
and rest; good sirvice, good table,
good rooms, etc. Boats leave coat
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
For other information apply to Jas
Koger, Superintendent; Frank L
B resen, -eat.
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
bioN2es ea2c:
FUrtrzitUre.
Buy anything and sal everything
210-220 C01111 at. Old phone 7310
Clem Fransioli,
Moving wagon in connecdcm.
W. Mike Oliver. &e0. W. Oliver.






OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114. Old Phone 303.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN .
Phone 196. 4o0S4 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY,
Dry Hot Air Baths given when in-
dicated.
H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence 2o5 Office ass
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law,












ALL 811E8 ANTHRACITE 18-50 N TON
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL EST :.-' - WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. EASYMONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR LT.
Ir.DG" W. WILYTT1E01011 Pu.ds.k.sh-
HEATING
Hot Water - Steam
I have the facilities for installing a complete steam or hot
water plant in your store or home so why not let me make
you an estimate on what it will cost to have it done in the right
way. Material and workmanship guaranteed first class.
ED. D. HANNAN.
Everyone Invited
TO USE fE NEW PHONE WHEN TELEPHONING TO THECAMP.
xpress Service.
WE HAVE MADE SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS TO HANDLEALL CAMP CALLS PROMPTLY. . osseassoeg.s. 444641
Peoples' Independent Telephone Co.










At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
rf,BERT S. WILHELM. Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah. Ky., as second-class mail matter.
Terms to Subscribers.
Year  $5-00
* • 'heaths  2.5o
:r* Months  Las
On '""eek  to
•• • fag to receive this paper
r should report the matter to





7 iday Mee— eg, Aug. II, tspos.
Wattece. t for Governor.
The Lotrie.:••: Herald comes out
I. ith a pipe dream story of Col. Henry
Wattehon being a probable candidate
fer gem-river in ton. Now if Foxy
Grand Pa will make the race there
are a lot of "shock heads" who would
give the old gentleman a boost. He
has raised all kinds of sheol in his pa-
per, and while his letters from Europa,
have ho doubt proven ennairtaining to
people who hanker after such things,
the little fellows relish more his high-
faluting dissertation- on politics and
terpecially when he treats of Ken
cocky. If the dear old colonel will
kick off the breeches he bought) hi
London rnd shed the spiketaikd coat
from Gay Par ee and hop into a pair
of overalls and wade into the fray
there will be something doing in K.en-
tacky. They may ci.v and discuss
Foxy Grand Pa all they please, but he
can shoot therteereinoh shell, as fast
as a Gatlin gun and bore a hole as
big as a house. We do not know what
the colonel's intention's are, but we do
lorow that thousands of democrats in
Kentucky long for the day to come
when men with the elerneree of leader
ship and statesmanship will sound
the block call to aerobe and with the
gelatine democratic yells of old,
swing into line and follow the ham
• her to victory. Kentucky is a demo-
cratic state but thousands of demo-
crat* refuse to indorse all thee is done
in the name of the party. Third-rate
lawyers have been enabled to manip-
ulate committees so as to secure
seats in conferees where they showed
•
their otter ineanacity to represent the
people; cheap fink- grafners have
worked themselves into places of hon-
re in the party where they have access
ti campaign funds, when they are ut-
terly discredited at 'home where they
are beet known, and whose very j.
dcracnwirw of candida tes usually mean
their defeat by the people. These are
borne of the things that make the true
democrate sick at heart ant) long for
a clienge. tVe need men to represent
r v:h command the respect of their
ritighbors, not men whose very lives
oand conduct inspire cos/tempt. Stich
men are known et the councils of the
party and once detected in graft or
shyster tactics they become a burden
to the party, and F4;1 conapicuous
that class been in this state that it is
time for the reaction to take piece and
fm the party tin "crape off the barn-
acles and to kel off politically the
veropire.s that have been sucking the
party's very life bleod. The c-(miti-
tiong here mentioned have caused the
people to do some sober and eerions
thinking and as a consequence if a
man like Henry Wattierson weed en-
ter the field be would find at his back
thotetande of the most influential men
In the state ready to expend both time
and money in a campaign to redeem
the state and place it h a position
i'-here it will command the respect of
•
the country !lee i. did in years gone
by.
In the resignation of Mr. Edward
If. Purysar as city solicitor, Paducah
hoes one of its most pain-staking and
hardworking officials. It has been
known among Mr. Puryear's close
friends for some time that he con-
tomplated resigning the office on ac,-
count of the dueles thereof requiring
toc much of his time from his private
business. It is a characteristic of Mr.
Pitryear that when he does anything
lo goes at it _with a vim and never
ceases to work on it until the task is
csmpkted. The fact that the city was
just geating into the second duos
right when he were into office caused
much labor and time on his office and
the loss to his other practice was
greater than the compensation of the
official position. Mr. Puryear can
leave the office of city solicitor with
the satisfaction of knowing that he
made an efficient and faithful officer.
Forces Behind Reciprocity.
(St. Louis Republic.)
Standpat orators and organs seem
suddenly to have quit raiting againso
the great movement which is concera-
tratino itself in the reciprocity conven
tion to be held in Chicago on the 16th
and 17th days of the current month.
They have found that the protest it
voices against the monstrous com-
merce-destroying provisions of the
Dingley tariff is irresistible, that vast
agricultural, commercial and manu-
facturing interests throughout the
country are crying for relief in a tone
that deice not admit of refus-ail.
This movement grows directly out
ei the needs of manufacturing inter-
ests and agricultural industries, which
have been made to suffer keenly by
the prohibitory siarifto adopted by
n.any foreign nations against Ameri-
can products, in retaliation for the
exclusion of their products from the
American market by the Dingley tar-
iffs Though starred by the cattle men
and the farmers of the Northwest it
bas enlisted the co-operation of farm-
ers and manufacturers in all parts of
the country, as well as of importers
and exporters in the commercial cens
ter. of the East.
It ie non-partisan. Both the great
political parties last year declared in
irate of the policy of reciprocal trade
arrangements with foreign nations.
The republican declaration on the
subject was printed in these column's
the other clay. On the same subject
the dentocvatic national platform
adopted in so. Louis in tole faro
"We favor liberal trade arrangemt-nts
with Canada and with the people of
other countries, where these can be
entered into with benefit to American
agriculture, manufactfures, mraine or
cpmmerce." The political parties of
litany of the Northwestern states dur-
ing the past year have made similar
declarations. white all the agricultural
societies and lire-stock societfies of
the Central West as well as numerous
cOrMitelTial associatioth }wave been
asking congress to lower the Dinglee
schedules on certain commodities in
order to induce foreign natione to low
er the bars they have raised ageinest
A nwrican products.
Germany has led the retaliating war
againot our export trade and other
testier's have followed. -Further re-
taliatory acts will putt us at further
disadvantage in 'the exportation of
wheat, corn, flour, meats and other
commodities which America has in
surplus for shipment to Germany and
nther countries.. Turn about is fair
play. We have no quarrel with coun-
tries elm! offer us ti opeor two of
our own medicine; lint asi the phrek
k nasty we propose to avoid the how
by withdrawing our own.
The whole country, barring the few
beneficiaries of Dingleyism, is in re-
volt against the prohibition of foreign
trade. Protection of infant industries
is sme thing: the rain of external com-
merce and placing our domestic trade
under the thum of all-powerful trusts
is quite another. By the free selling
el our snrolus products abroad this
country has grown rich and powerful.
In the days of Washington and Jeffer-
son more than one foreign war was
threatened against nations that sought
to deny us open markets abroad: in-
deed. British reetrictiona upon our
colonial trade were at the bottom of
the revolt which resulted in Aintsricar
independence.
The trade restriction's agninsal which
revolt is now declared, though of ont-
making. are no less ruinous than those
against which we en shartily protested
in former years. Now Ore their evil
effect* are plainly went, the remedy is
not apt to he long delayed.. The Chi-
cago) jraithering bids fair to mark a
new era in run economic legislation,
anew departure in our foreiirn trade
relation's. The policy of tariff redne-
tnn, and reciprocal trade arrange-
a cannot he gagged in: the new
cern:grew'.
The Sun Dial's Motto.
Home Troubles
ST. PETERSBURG GIVES OUT
INFORMATION OF REVO-
LUTION.
Riga Ablaze, Red Flags Are Flying
and Cossacks and Workingmen
Are Fighting.
St. Petersburg, Aug. to.—Riga is
ablaze with revolution. Red flags a're
floating from factories and public
houses. Neighboring Baltic cities are
joining in the movement against the
government. Busineso houses are
closed and Cossacks and workingmen
are shooting each other in the streets.
Riga has been declared to be in a
state of rebelion and martial law has
been declared. A military governor
has been appointed.
If you would "he young when old"
adopt the sundial's motto: "1 record
none but bolo* of -sunshine." Never
mind the dark or shadowe6 hours.
Forget the linp'eatiant. 'inform,' days.
Rememhe- only the days of rich ex-
perientifielet the others drop into ob-
livion.
HUNDRED THOUSAND RIFLES.
Guns Placed in Hands of Russian
Revolutionaries.
London, Aug. io.—A hundred. thou-
sand rifles have been put into the
hands of Russian revolutionists dur-
ing the past two months, according
to a prominent representative of the
rreaveneent, who is a resident of Lon-
don. He informs your correspondent
that the weapons were shipped to
ports in the south of Europe and then
transhipped in small trading vessels
to out-of-the-way places on the Black
Sea. He adds that further shipments
will follow, and that the Russian au-
thorities cannot stop them owing to
the diaatistaction in the Black Sea
fleet and tire revolutionary sentiments
of the people along the cosat.
This informant told the correspond-
ent that Europe outside of Russia
was not furnisbing at present more
than 100,000 francs ($2o,o(o) annual-
ly to ttie calor of Russian freedom,
and said that this sum was hardly
sufficient to pay the cost of sending
a sins* ship loaded with coptra-
band articles to Russian waters.
"Little Georgia,' he declared,
"alone supplies more mont) to the
cause than the whole of Europe out-
side of Russia. The fact that Reis-
s#an subjects are financing the tevolu-
(on is the best proof of the eiils of
the autocracy and the determination
of its victims to pull it doon."
SKIRMISHING IS RESUMN.P.
Japs Force the Russians to Mak* a
Quick Retreat.
St. Petersburg, Aug. o.—Gen.
Linevitch, in a telegram to the Em-
peror, dated August 8, reports that
the Russian forces operating to the
eastward of the Manderin road. ad-
vanced August 5 too ard a defile near
the village of Caragon, twenty-four
miles south of Taulu. The Japanese
aseamed the offensive and turned
both flanks, compelling the Russians
to retreat to the northward. The
Japanese followed in pursut and again
encountered part of she Russian fsrce.
which halted in the Nadnulin gorge,
but after a hot fusilade, they returned
to the southward. The Russians in
fhe Halkingcheng district, the Gen-
eral say's, occupied the village of Iru-
lengtse after a skirmish.
A FIFTY MILLION GIFT
TO CHICAGO UNIVERSITY.
John D. Rockefeller's Reported Plan
for Chicago University.
•
Cleveland, Aug. lo.—The World-
News says.: At conferences twov tak-
ing place at Forest Hill between John
D Rockefelkr and President Harper,
of Chicago University. plans are be-
ing formulated for the farther endow-
ment of that educational institution
by Mr. Reicekefeller.
The visit of the 'Harpers to the-
home of Mr. Rockefeller is said to
be one of a social nature, but it
known that pane involving the out-
lay of jso.000.000 are under considera-
tion by Mr. Rockefeller. smho designs
to make the University of Chicago
the greatest seat of learning in the
world.
It is believed the final steps in the
matter will have been taken before
President Harper leaves Forest Hill,
and that his return to Chicago will be
followed by the announcement that
the work of enlarging the scope of
the university will be begun immedi-




Weep it w* anotaunced that leg
rt form committee of Ptailaoltstp14irtierd
gone to New Yhric to secure ent
counsel for the fight on the gas trust
the reason hr this pigtail-wont policy
was obviouto to those who have, fed-
lowest movements of this kind. The
explarriitin that all the Philadelphia
lawyers poo:eseing distinguished tal-
ent for this class of work had been
retained by the toot came as a con-
firmation. not as a surprise. The
country has become so accustomed
to the readinets of the great lawyers
o accept retainer's from the organ-
ized lawbreakers that is iso longer
startling to discovee new and striking
evidence of this degradation of talent.
'the trusts, the pokitical rings, the
wealthy- offenders against law enJ de-
cency habitually hoaat of haviig 24
their cononnol "the best lawydtor
Subscribe for the Register. \ill,.
NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
ineileaLesealeleselesearleellfill
We have just opeded an up-to-date and well stocked hardware de-
partment for our establishment, and are carrying a mammoth
stock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, V. oodenwaro, Gran-
iteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools.Wire Nails, Builders'
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by tho
leading houses. of the country.
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with lead-
inghouses, we are in position to give the best for the least money.
Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.
[. Relikopt Saddlery Co.,




(Concluded From Page One.)
matic sparring over the bassis of ne-
gosiatioro to the nearest possible lim-
os, there will be some room for give
and take.
M. WITTE WRITES A NOTE,
Makes Complaint That Japanese Have
No Full Official Letters..
Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. to.—finme
diatiney after the plenipotentiaries and
their secretaries gathered in the con-
ference room and exchanged compii-
mentary words, partly in Japanese,
Mr. eVitte produced a dipkematic note
addressed to the Japanese pknipesten-
tiariee in connection with their failure
to present credentials at yeeterday's
n-t eting.
What the contents of this note are
cannot yet be learned, but there is a
basis for the belief that Mr. Witte. in
his note, took occasion to give expres
sion to the surprise which he nndoubt
'ediy felt that the Japanese pienipoteto
varies, after having from the outset
of the preliminary negotiations laid so
naich !eves% on the necessity of exam-
iomg credsintialc. before the first ejcp
was taken, should at the first meefing
172re failed to bring with them inll of-
ficial lettere.
It was the understanding of the Rus
ian envon: that Baron Korn-ma would
&cline to even pen negotiatione of
the most formal characier unless he
had eatiheed hirnaelf of the validity
re the full powers of M. Witte. His-
ti Taal precedents are quoted in the
note to show the irregularity of yes-
terday's proceedings. The purpose of
the Rut ion note was to make the per
tot nent record complete and make it
show dearly the attitude of tlhe plen-
iententiaees from the beginning of
the conference.
BTLLION DOLLAR INDEMNITY.
Prof. Tetasugi in Interview Drops
Several Strong Intimations.
Portswanith, N. H., Aug. ie.—Rus-
sia will aoreei tio Japan's peace terms.
This is the opinion of Eijiro Takase-
g;. professor of English in the Imper-
ial University of Tokio.
"The Rnrostan envoy' will net agree
at once," said Prof Takamgi t9day,
"hut they will e-ventually do eel They,
have no alternative, for their coffee/It
cannel longer cornoinase theiassar. Japan
has an impregnable position. and Rus-
Rio knows it. The war will be ended
because. Russia is already defeated.
Japan will dem:ma the cession of Sak
halin and probably of Vladivo bk.
She will insist open the evacuation of
and will, of course, demand
an indemnity probably Steroo,000.oco.
Mae Ba Reduc4
"The amount Of-the indempity array
he reduced in ihe interest of pence,
I do not speak with authority, but
think that 'the event will prove the
correctness sf my judgment."
Prof. Takasugi has been in this
country for a year taking a post-grad-
uate course at Hartford University.
He will return to Japan In a few
weeks. He called upon Mr. Sato, Ba-
ron Kcantwa'a spokesman, at the
Wentworth yaaerday in company
with Secretary William F. Macho, of
the Portsmouth Y. M. C. A. MT.
Haehn is the first private citizen of
Portsmouth to meet a member of eith
er embassy since the coming to Ports-
mouth. The baron conversed -freely
with both gentlemen, but spoke nor'
word regarding his mission iii this
country.
There are to he two meetirista of
the envoys atollortsmouth ears- yard
every day. One will be at er3o a m.,
and the ether at 3 p. m. The •envoy;
tNeT since they came to Portsmouth,
have been democratic in their attitude
to the extent of showing themsedres
freely in public. They have not, how-
ever, mingled with the other guests
of the hotel, ant/ have shown no desire
for other society than that of their
own parties.
DEATH OF FRANK H. NELON
Expired Early Yesterday Morning
After Brief Acute Illness.
Yesterday morning _ehortly alter
nedoight, after only a few hours' ill-
ness frolin acute pneuneboia, aggravat-
ed by the fact that consumption had
prevailed with heat, fere a year or
nit ee. Mr. Erma:At ,Neion passed
from life. He died at the family resi-
dence, eta Broadway, from whepre,
after services conducted last evening
at 4 o'clock, his hotly was removed
last night for transportation to New
Richmond, 0., for interment in the
family burying ground there. which
was the former home of the family.
The deceased was borne' Neveopre
Ky., and had lived in Paducah but
two years, cesnirug here from Pitts-
burg. Pa. His wife and child died
shortly before he left Pittetturg, and
following teie fame his faihwe in
health.
The deceased was born in Newport,
and two brother*. The 'esters are
Ih. Olivia Nelon, Misses Cecil and
Eleanor. and the brother,. Mr. Harry
Nelon, ei St. Louis. loud Mr Neill D.
Nelon All reskle in Paducah except
Mr. Harry, Nelon, who is traveling
nut of St. Louis.
Sueoeseful Revival.
71e- revival elech Revs. J. T. Owen,
of this city, and E. H. Holder, of Lou-
isiana, have been hokling for about a
week at the college in Lone Oak. this
county, has beers blessed with many
tonvereions and the awalcereing of
deep religious interne in that vicinity.
There have been sore- tbirty-six or
metre conversions during the meeting
end last night seventeen of this oc-
ciared. The services are to continue
nightly the balance of the week anal
perhaps longer, if the interest
Liquor in Maine.
Os-Pr in prohibition Maine a 'state
commissioner is going about from
county to county making it warm for
the liquor dealers. Many of the deal-
er's have been arrested and fined for
'notating the law. The toringfield
Republican says of this movement:
"The outcome of all this activity is
likely to be a 'strong sentiment calling
for the resubmission to the people of
the whole question of the prohibitory
policy. The spectacle of having a
commission do the work which the
sheriffs are paid to perform is not gen
trolly relished. The ultimate result
may be that Maine will come to the
kcal option law which prevails% in
Masaachroetts. There is no doubt
that the present order of thingrecon-
stitutes such a farce as does not com-
mand the respect of the people."
The belief ii general in Tennessee
that Gov. Coe, the, present occupant
n; the office, will ye no opponent
for election to t place. Jeeseprh
Washinion, t4 was an under-
stood aspirant, has declared he would
not be a candidate.
Red hematite ore ha's been found in
the foothills of Lookout mountain, in
ps ying queneitice. It is being mined.





GOV. BECKHAM AND STAFF
ARE NOW AT CAMP
YEISER.
Came Last Evening to Look in Upon
the Encampment of the Second
Regiment of Guards.
Gov. Becklham and staff and -lime
other leading citizens are among
those in the tented city at Camp Yei-
aer. The governor, accompanied by
Col. T. E. Lillarcl, of Frankfort; Col.
S. L. VatiMeter, of Lexingtons
Fred Levy, of Louisvile; Col. ). A.
Robertson, of Breckinridge county;.
Col. Lacked, of Covington; T. A.
Hale of Frankfort; Hon. Eh Brown,
stkaker of the brnise of representa-
tives, of Frankfort; Col. Harvey Mc-
Cutchen. prison commissioner, of
Frankfort; Secretary of State Mc-
Cheoney, of Frankfort; Commissioner
of Agriculture Hurbert Vreeland. of
Frankfort. and Col. Rid Reed. of the
corporation department of the Secre-
tary of State's office, Frankfort, all
escorted by Col. Harry Tandy. who
weal to Louisvi:le a* the representa-
tive of Adjutant General Percy Ha-
ley, to act as escort to the party, ar-
rived last evening at 6:40 o'clock on
a special train under charge of Supt.
A. H. Egan, of the I C. raeroad. The
party left the car at the Eleventh and
Broadway crooking, and was there met
by an escort committee from the
camp and a number of Paducahians
and taken to Wallace Park and Camp
)(erste They were welcomed at the
enunds with a salute from the camp
guns. The party went directly into
camp and will there remain while in
the city. Last evening there were
many callers from the city to %se:-
come the distinguished visitors to the
city. '
The rains of yesterday sonnets hat
marred the usual pleasures of Camp
Yeiter, but in spite of the fall the not-
al routine was observed. The morn-
ing guard mount occurred in the park
pavilion and there were but few pres-
ent other than the aoldiers. The
evening parade was, as expected, in
the ball park, and though the ball
game delayed the appearance of the
gaited, sonic-what, there was present
a horn of ladies and gentlemen to
witness the sight. Under the circurn-
atancea the attendance was quite flat-
tering..
This afternoon at 2:30 o'clock, un-
lese the weather is' most die-agreeable,
Gov. Beckham and staff will review
the regiment at the ball park, and
there will be a host of people present
without doubt, the pubic having a
cordial invitation to be present. In
the evening the young men of the
city will honor the party with a ball
at the park pavilion, and this will no
doubt be a pleasing social event.
It is announced that four excur-
sions will come to the city today front
over the I. C. easel N.. C. and St. 1 .
roadie lit),e weather is. fair each oil
doubtless luting a goodly party oho
will come to *see the review o:
troop's Miro afternoon.
Saturday evening the aigna' os
are to favor the ....officers and their
friends, and the meiety people of the
city with a militury dance, which will
who oecor at the pavilion of the park.
Ths dance will no doribt be a pleae-
ing event.
'Next Tuesday evening the isecond
•
of New York, was run down and fa- - ,
regiment . I, Iveil brio) camp for home.'Anthony Reeff, an aged composer
Their coming ineVstay lias proveh era
1 ant to all that the breaking oftally bort by an atdomiobile in }tar- pleas
lem. camp will undoirbtedlo he the cause
of general tegret.
The twat miners Ovoid Foos-vine,
tial irscreaseriTheielwage
Tenn., have notific 
Alexander A. Ache*, M. ". former
solicitor General for Scotland, is
dead.
Capt. Evan P. Howell. for minty
year-4 A leading or astir man of 4t-.Pir
Isnta, djed at his sae in Oat city
Sunday. Iie hadi (*copied many
piac a of honor and was one of theile d


























































































































































































INDIANS MADE TADPOLES A
PRESENT OF THE FINAL
GAME.
Fourth Straight Taken From Prince-
ton by Vincennes, Which Team













"Cairo 9, Pachicah o. (Forfeited-)




rP inceten at Vincennes.
at 
A Ferce Comedy.
1:After playing time tunings of nip
gnd tuck hasebaS Paduaa.h omeletd up
the fourth game of the series with
Cairo at League Park yesterday aft-
ernoon in a farce comedy in the tenth
round. Umpire Kubitz finally grew
wearisome and made Cairo a present
• of the game,,diecOring it forfeiteu, e
to o.
AIM* geoat excitement and ma-
ing thiewOuld make a. thunderstorm
sounriliker ihe di-charge of a toy cap
pistol the Indians tied the &edit in
the ninth inning. The scoee itooe
to i when Cairo came to bat' in the
tenth. After. a run was gotten across
the plate and the bases were full Um-
pire Kubitz had to call the game on
account of rain. The Second K
tucky regiment band entertained the
crowd in the grand, stand until the
clouds broke .and tam n ceased. P'ay
teas resumed. The first thing Frakes
did was to walk a man, forcing in o
a run. Then the whole Paducah team
quit ball elaying and put on a farce
comedy. Auffing the ball at evety
'opportunity. Land was chief come-
dian. He tried to see how far he
cou'd throw the ball with Gerard on
second and the runner went home,
but was declared out for not too:b-
ins third. When Paducah got to bat
the Indians started a wrangle with
the umpire. pretending to be mad.
*and strolled inside the diameter1 and
Collins was made to pull off his coat
left field and take it out of the foul
line. Umpire Kubitz finally beearac
tired of the Indians and announced
that the game was forfeited to Cairo
This ['leaved the Indians.
The official summary for nine in-
nings follow:
Cairo. ab r bh po a
a Fleming. c. I.  1 0 0 t 5
Blackburn, c. a0000
Matte, ab.  4 "0 0 0 4
Collins. 1. f.. .... oo oo
Roland. vs.  4 I 2 I 3
Lemon, c.  4 0 0 4
Hughes. tb.  4 o 7 o
Gaston, r. f 40000
Gerard. 3b  
3 1 0 4
Lane. p.  4 0 2 0 3
—
Total, 33 1 5 37 17
.4
Paducah. ab
Keltigan, ib. • • • • • 4
Mk-Clain, 1. f.  4
Bohanon, 3b.  4
Taylor, c. I  4.
Perry, s.s.  a
Potts, 2b.  4
4 Lloyd, r. f.  3
Frakea, p.  3
Totals 31 1 5 27 tt
- Innings. R. H.
(rano ...00 010ot:too—I 5
Pechteah 00000000l—I 5 5
'Earned Rune—Padoreth i. Two-
base Hit—Lane. Stolen Base'—Per-
-re 2. Sacrifice Hits—Mlrrre, Gerard.
Lloyd. Left on Bases—Cairo 7, Pa-
ettnati 7. Struck Oen —Lane 3. Frakke
S. Bases on Balks—Lane 3. Time of
Geese —t :35. Umpire—Ks/bet z. Scot-
tee-At odes ton. •
Won All Fosr.
Prineeston, Ind., Aug. to,---The vi'-
aorta *rein nefeated the locals today
1 nr hette r stick work. Perdue had
.lorincetors at leo merry all the time.
ar i wield have bad a shntont but for
g ern ics.TIJit 'summary:






  1 3 3
Matteson;
Lost Again.
Sikeston, Mo., Aug. to.—Missouri
apparently don't agree with the L. A.
L. boys, as two were unable to play
-on account' of sickness in Tuesday's
gar,.and Sikeston had no trouble in
winning, the score, being ti .to 3.
Butch, the Tr.-State leaestie, was on
the slab for Sikeston again today and.
two lies was all the I-. A. L.'s could
get off his delivery. Block, Douglas,
Wooldridge and Block did battery
work for -the L. A. L.'s.
Baseball Notes.
Cairo got one out of four.,
Vincennes and Paducah are tied for
firs' t place.
The Indians and Tadpoles com-
mence a series of four games at Cairo
today.
President Charles Brown has called
a league meeting for next Sunday at
Cairo. The future of the league will
then be settled The outlook is blue.
.Manager Kelley, of the St. Paul
American Association teams has writ-
ten Manager Lloyd ior an infielder.
Nashville and Memphis are also after
Paducah players. They will' be sold
if Manager Lloyd can get his price.
as the league is almost certain tb
"bust" alter the next series.
'National Secretary Farrell has
written Acting Secretary Farnbaker
that the players can be retained if
the league disbands, provided the
players are paid their salaries the re-
Minder of the Season. In case the
league (Aston& Paducah will have




FRANCE AND RUSSIA PRE-
DICTED IN BULGARIA.
Prince Ferdinand Wants English
Capitalists to Assume Debt of
His Country.
Sobs, Aug. to.—Prince Ferdinand
negotiating with English capitalists
to gee them to aysume the coosolidae-i
ee debt of Bulgaria, sweating to
etoo,000noo. The debt is now held
by various persons, and all the traipse
tee-tinny connected with it take place
through French and German bank, in
e The interne amoutre to tac-
o tween 5 and 6 per cent. Ferdinand
o hopes to get it reduced to 4 per sane
5 thus saving the oountry an astrual
o clerge of Soso:sow. The prince also
o has a political object in view, as he
o thinks that with etoo.000,000 English
o money tied up in Bulgaria big diplo-
o erotic agent in London would here a
o al-ratty itrfliverice with the British for-
O eign office than he hese at present, and
— hence Ferdinand would have a much
O stronger positios itt Europe.
-
r bh po a e An Understanding.
o o I 2 t Bulgarian pithlic men believe that
o i 2 0 i when Russia is reintscialled by the gov
-co o t 2 I el-timer*: at St. Petersburg, Paris and
o 1 1 0 1 London will form an underetanding
t 3 4i having all the force of an alliance,
• 2 t 0 o and that whatever states stand well
o o 2 0 0 with this combination will have little
o o 0 4 / to fear from any quarter. Seevia ii
  actuated by a similar feeling in seek-
ing to enlist F-nolislr capital in build-
E. ino up and arming King Peter's army.
o J as significent that twine of the Bal-
kan states evinces any inc finatOmn to
cvkivate closer relation!, with Ger-
many. Under present condition,, over
turee from the kaieer. however inno-
cent or even philanthropic, would
cause these Banton people to take
alarm.
Jerome's Banner Unfurled,
New York. Aix. cs,—The first polit-
ical banners to be displayed in the in-
terest of William Travers Jerome as
an independent candidate for re-elec-
tion as District Attorney were sus-
pended yesterday at Forseah and
Grand streets by a recently-formed
organization. whose members- are
pledged to support Mr. Jerome at the
A WOMAN'S ORDEAL
DREADS DOCTOR'S QUESTIONS
Thousands Write to htraPinkham, Lynn,
Mass., and Receive Valuable advice
Absolutely Confidential and Free
' There can be no more terrible ordeal
to a delicate, sensitive, refined woman
than to be obliged to answer certain
questions in regard to her private ills,
oven when those questions are asked
by her family physician, and many
eontinne to stiffer rather than submit
to examinations which so many physi-
cians propose in order to intelligently
treat the disease; and this is the rea-
son why so many physicians fall to
enre female disease.
This is also the reason why thousands
upon thousands of women are corre.
sponding with Mrs. Pinkham. at Lynn.
Mass. To her they can confide every
detail of their Maims, and from
her great knowledge, obtained from
years of experience in treating female
Ills, Mrs. Pinkham can advise women
more wisely than the local physician.
Bead how Mrs. Pinkham helped Mrs.
T. C. Willadaen, of Manning, Is. she
writes:
Dear Mrs. Pinkhamr--
" I can truly say that you have saved nay
life, and I =pram my gratitude in
words. Before I wrote to you telling you
how I felt, I had doctored for over two years
steady, and spent loos of money in meiitim
besides, bat it all failed ludo me any good. I
bad female troubie and would daily have Wish
bag spdla backache, bearing-down pains, and
my monthly periods were very irregular and
finally oessedL I wrote to you f;r3, Iciattotir o ma4
vice and received a letter full of
what to do, and also commenced to take
Lydia R. Pinkham's Vegetable
eand I have been restored to perfect health.
it not been for you I would have betake
my vitro to-day."
Mountains of proof establish the fact
that no meoicuie in the world equala
Lydia E. Pinicham's Vegetable Com.
pound for restoring wossen's health.
The President
REPORTED MR. ROOSEVELT
DESIRES TO TAKE A SUB-
MARINE TRIP.
Was in Wilkesbarre Yesterday and
Will be in Chautauqua Today
Making Addresses.
Washington, Aug. to.--The subma-
rine boat Plunger has been ordered
by the Secretary of the Navy to pro-
ceed to Oyster Bay and report to the
President. The President ha,, long
had a desire to take a trip in a sub
marine. Three years ago he went
to Annapolis fully expecting to go
down in the Holland, but was per-
oxided by certain cabinet members
not to do so. Navy circles are agog
over the prospect that he now intends
to gratify trie dettirs to travel under
water. Secretary tronaparte's order
to the Plunger follows:
"You are to proceed 25 V1•111 as pos-
sible to Oyster Bay and report to the
President."
Oyster Bay, N. Y., Aug. to.—.Pres-
ident Roosevelt left here this fore-
noon for Wilkeebarre. Pa., where he
this afternoon is down to address the
anthracite coal miners and the Cathie
Sic Tote. Abstinence union. Tomor-
row he goes to Chautauqua. N. Y..
to deliver an addvess before the Clhate-
tauqua assembly. The president is
accompanied on hie trip by his son,
Kermit, and his nephew, Half Rooee-
vele, and his cousin, Philip Rooses
velt, and several officiate. His de-
parture from the Bay was witnessed
by many renetenta.
CRUSHED TO DEATH.
Charleston, W. Va., Aug. to.—Paul
et Tateruky, a Pole, who served in the
Russian army at Port Arthur, and de- i
screed, was mashed to death in ma-
chinery at the Kelley ax plant yester-
day while shifting a belt. He had Mr. Wallace Cash
been at work only five days. Princeton, Ky.
Obey Dropped
WORD CUT FROM NORTHERN
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
2.1.eRRIAGE SERVICE.
New Liturgical Form Whigh the Con-




Pres-I ytenians in Chicoo
throughout ,the United . StaIr 0 n
will be we:oh:pine largely urses: lit-
urgicel forms as rise result of the is-
seanee of a prayer book—the first in
the thatch's hiseory in the United
States—which has juet been primed.
It is "The Book of Common Wor-
ship,"- prepared by a committee of
ministers and elders, of the Presbyter-
ian church, who have tom working
co the volume for 'three years.' The
hook is issued for use by euch con-
gregation's as may elect so hold serv-
ices according to the forms set out in
it, but use of the book, ets prayers or
ervices, in in no way obligatory upon
ir.dividual congregations. . Every
church may decide for itself whether
it will use Ile new book as a whole
whether it will select porticos of the
book to follow, or whether it will ig-
core the hook completely and con-
tinue to hold the old-fashioned serv-
ices coeducted according to the will of
minister and people.
The last general assembly, which
met in May, voted, by a large majori-
ty, for the issuance of the book, and
it is expected that most of the country
will adopt' the book or portions of it.
There has been some criticism by a
majority of church members of the
idea of using forms and printed pray-
ers at all, but the book is issued in
accordance with a demand which has
been gathering headway in the United
States for fifty years—the demand for
set reforms.
Among the prayers which are con-
tained in the new volume are prayers
for Adroit, Christmas day, Good Fri-
coy and Easter. There is a complete
service for the burial of the dead and
complete forms for the celefiration of
the holy communion, for the admin.-
istradon of baptism and for the-"sol-
emnization of marriage.
Itels to be noticed that the word
"obey" has been left out of the mar-
riage _service form and the bride
merely hste to promise the following:
"I. N, take thee, M., to, be my
wedded husband and I do pronitee and
covenant, before God and these wit-
resets,. to be thy loving and faithful
wife, in plenty and in want, in joy and
in sorrow, in sickness and in health,
as long as we both shall live."
Dr: Johnson, when asked about the
a*Seftee'of the word "'they." declared
that no significance was to be attach-,
ed to the matter.
"This form is wholly .sptinnal with
she individual minieter," he said, "and
have no doubt many ministers will
continue putting in the word 'obey.'
Some of the ministers of the Presby-
terian church have not used the word
in the past, while others have done
so. They will corrinue to follow their
own judgment."
In regard to the form of the mar-
riage ceremony givere the committee
which prepared the book said:
"The Westmininer directory and
Our own directory of worship, com-
bined and arranged,' offer full mater-
ial for a simple, dignified, beautiful
and oar/bile marriage service. It -tern
ed to the committee, after long study
and careful labor, far better to use
this material than to ateempt an alter-
ation of the marriage service in the
Protestant Episcopal Book of Com-
mon Prayer. That service, familiar
sod in many respects admirable, still
remain' open for use by all who desire
it. Btee for our own book, it is beet to
have a service drawn, directly from
nor hi-tone standards and closely con
(Armed to the teaching of scripture in,
regard to the sacred relation of mnr-
riage."
The prayer break is likely to be put
into use at once by ante churches
which intend to use it or parte of it.
It Is considered probable that almost
all Presbyterian churches will at
lease make toe of portion's- of the
book, if they do not completely follow




WERE LOST NEAR MID-
DLETON, N. Y.
Break in Roof of Tunnel Endangers
Many Lives—Several Other In-
cidents Not Usual.
7si;delleton, N. Y., Aug. roe-Efforts
, moue two locomotives which sank
e eine. is knowit as the "bottornlese
ell." en the Pine Brush branch of the
Erie railnerads have thus far failed.
The branch line is temporarily out of
business, and a *track is being con-
structed around the morass.
The sinking of the roadbed at this
'time, ahoy there has been practically
no rain for six monithio accentuats
the mystery of the epoo, which has
been the talk of railroad men for
years.
When the road was built thousands
cf carloads of trees, rocks and dirt x
were dumped in to make a roadbed,
but in a few months tracks and all
disappeared and rebuilding was neces-
sary. It is said 'the bones of a ma -
todon were dug up during the early
operatione there. Summer visitors
from New York, Many of whom are
scattered along the branch line, are
unable to leave except by driving seer-
eial miles around the pit.
Tourist's Tragic Death.
Paris, Aug. to.--Alan Wheie, an
American, eighteen years old, was kill
ed today at Palus, in the department
of Coles du Nord. Heowa.--- caught in
the tide white walking 61171 the beach
and attempted to climb the cliffs. He
ecacteed the summit of the cliffs but
host Ibis hold and fell a leindred feet.
Death was instantaneous.
Many Were Imperiled.
New York, Aug. to.—Under pres-
sure of the weight of the North river,
the roof oi the northerly tube of the
twin tunnels being bored from -Fif-
teenth street, Jersey City, to Morton
street, Manhattan, partly gave 'way
yesterday and twenty-two men at
work behinf the boring shield narrow-
ly e-eneed dor•wning. One man lost
his life, having been crushed by the
shield, stunned and drowned.
Nineteen of she workmen e. ok
fright when the water began to trickle
down upon them and fled toward the
gate of the air lock. Three. retained
their presence of mind and pltigged
ur the break in the roof. When they
fisisheet their work they were hip deep
in the water.
The three men vrho remained plug-
ged the hole With hags full of saw
dust, .which are always kept near the
shield for that purpose. The- pressure
o: compressed air was incre-a ed, and
it held the bags of saw duet against
the opening until the planks and tim-
bers could he placed in position.
Shot Dead by His Wife.
Royston. Ga., Aug. Ia.—State Sen-
ator W. P. Cobb was shot and killed
by his wife. Senatoi- Cobb was walk-
ing is his deep at the time, and Mrs.
Cobb thought her husband was a
bungler.
Senator Cobb had been a somnamb-
ulist for years. Mrs. Cobb was aroused
by a noise at her window, which was
opcm Looking out she saw a man
moving about on the veranda. As
hes-Friaries have been .fregnenti recent-
ly Mos. Cobb ears she thought he
was a burglar. and, seizing a pistol
in tin under her pillow, she fired twice.
Ac Senator Cobb fell he called his
wife's tome, and Mrs. Cobh realized
that she had shot her husband. Both
shots took effect, one in the head and
one in the abdomen.
•
Dreamed House Was Afire.
Springfield, 0., Aug. too-Dreaming
theft the houae was on fire, Clyde
Cochran. \fifteen' years old, liviog at
rj west Columbia street, grabbed his
ciothes and jumped from a second-
story window at an early hour yester-
day morning. He alighted on his
feet, but pitched forward and broke
his wrist.
His fall did ore mouse- mm. and he
was still asleep when his brother car-
ried him into the hott v. He awakened
shortly afterward and laughed at his
hop. He has been subject to sleep-
walking for years.
We carry an extensiee as ort-
ment of most fragrant perfumes
—both American and foreign— 3•,.
assortments which include the +
newest and daintiest rfumes
as well as all the old favorite is







Stamp & Stencil Co.
Rubber Stamps Made at Home
Can be appreciated more than
those made elsewhere we
are prepared to furnish all








lc_ fact. anything in Rubber Stomp






The recollection of the quality of
our prescriptions remains long after
the price is forgotten.
HAYES
L. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.1
7th and Broadway. Tel. 756.
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered free of charge anywhere in the
city.
IllelnelM1111111111112=111111M11111MMIMMIIIIM111111
New Way of Making a Living.
(Pittsteog I)ispatch
A writer in one of the current mag
azines directs attention to a new pro-
fession that has arisen in this couritto
—the profession of getting hurt, by
wihich money is extseted from rail-
roads and caber corporations If the
corporations would show more eager-
ness to settle bane fide claims and a
disposition to pursue to the end the
prosecuton of bogus ones public sym-
pathy would aid them powerfully in
petting an end to tato new pmfeesion
The policy very often followed of
treating all claims alike and stealing
eech down to the lowest cent after
the longest potteible delay is responsi-
ble not telly for the growth of the get-
hurt-quick people, but for the com-
parative lack o fpubhc indignation at
the new species of fraud.
Saw the Opening.
(New York Sun.)
Cholly—Yaae, I was only looking






• ' PUKE COAL
Means Our Kentucky Coal will give the most heat, burns
'Family Lump, well screened 11c bu.
Large Nut _   10c bu
Place your order for coal with
up clean and makes no clihkers
u s;
West Kentucky Coal Company,
Large Egg 11c 'bu.
Nut  10c bu.
Successors To U. S.







Office Foot of Ohio Street
FIND OF ANCiNifT METZOilt.
idalberers at Wilhamosbarg, O. Y., Vow
saalk Whist .iiiisgens%0 to to
Old la l toisittne,
What seemed to be fragments of a
lasignetie brow meteor, whisk may have
liessencled to. tit. earth cieaturiee ago,
eras discovered the •ther day by sense
b.borers who are excavating a voiles
in Knickerboaker avenue. at Cornelia
'Street, Williamsburg. N. Y. 'the dia.
govery was made at a depth of 40 feet.
It being necessary to remove a hill AS
Met high before the sidewalk lose( was
teat:hod.
Upon reaching a ten-foot depth is
Iho cellar excavation the men came
apoii the hard substance, and at first
believed it nothing but sokd rook. Its
extraordinary weight however. mad•
Ahem examine It more °lovely, and
when they cut into a large piece of•
the matter they found the interior was
a solid mass of iron ore beneatb- a
earface several inches deep of bard-
sued yellow clay.
The search was extended further,
and the men same upon a perfectly
formed ape's head and also a ram's
head. An the matter was turned oyes
to freak N. Schell, the contrao.or,
who will transfer the relicts to some
MUSEUM
"It appears to me," said Mr. Schell.
"that when this meteor fell, perhap•
centuries ago, it struck the earth like
a shower of hailstones would. That
the pieces are all anelett is evident
from the hard yellow clay which our
saounta each piece."
A NEW LIFE RAFT.
fislife•Onetu. Deets* et flpissisl Mee.
to No Floes& on demo of tem
Warships.
The navy department Is providing
some of the warships with a new life
raft, says a Washington special to
the New York World. It consists of
an elliptical copper tubs somewhat
Battened, with air-tight eompart
moan* strengthened by lino. The
tube is incased in cork. Mound wi.h
oanvas and made absolutely water-
tight Attached to this float is
rope netting three feet deep, from
which is suspended a wooden slatted
bottom. The nettiag is suspended
am the inner side al the float irom
Oats which travel oat laskiags, o
that the bottom rests •o •propee
resides.. no 'tatter which side of the
lost flab upon the water when it
le throgv overboard. It dose net re
gobs t."b. righted. alltusted os
turned about; it ta really for genies
the lalltlirat It strikes the onus
Oars are attached to the aides of the
Seed to propel it when it is eiseupled
litetigh persons cannot get on this
Graft to sink tt. end, 'milks the life
boat, It canned sepsis* er founder,
seer, Ike • raft, go to please against
the sides of a skip.
The war department te eonsiderfag
the advisability of equipping army
aransporta with the same sort 04
neat.
NAUTICAL SCHC.IL AT MANILA.
--- ---
Naval Oakdale to Do IiiverytbIng
• et• 5• inareau
of tlais Instiltstlar.
Naval officials at Manila !ahead to de
everything possible for th. success of
the nautical school at that piece. This
Institution was inherited from the
/Vanish government. It has been in
charge of Lieut. Richard H. Townley,
United States navy, wh• was recently
detached frum that duty and ordered
home for complicity in certain irreg.
tilar business relatiens with army sub
•istenee officers at odanila. Anothee
°Meer has been placed in charge of the
institution.
The school offers a free education to
residents of the Philippine islands in
ouch professional duties as will ego.,
the cadets to perform th., duties of
wasters and officers of merchant yes.
bele. But, while the educntion isohish
ay of a technical and a protessional na-
ture, the students also are given broad
and liberal instruotion in the general
branches of mathematics, geography,
grammar, English sad history.
It is contemplated to provide the
'marmot with a practice ship to com-
bine practical with theoretical !nitro°.
tfon in navigation. seamanship, and
the general requirements of the pro-
fession for whisk the students are to
be prepared.
Ififfroloos Telegraphy for Warshaw*.
Rear Admiral Bradford, chief of
the bureau of equipment, will point
at in his annual report, says a New
York Herald dispatch from Wasbing.
too, the necessity of equipping Amer-
ican men of war with•system of wira
less telegraphy. As soon as the ap-
propriation is obtained he will recora-
mend 'he system to be adopted for the
naval service.
Believing that Commander Rieherd-
eon Clover, naval attache in London,
Is deeply occupied with his currant
work, the rear admiral has recom-
Mended to Secretary Long that a wire-
bas telegraph expert be sent to Eng-
land to represent the navy in the
trials of the two new systems 4 -
.eloped by Lloyd's agency.
gifoostrtetty on Now York Control.
•Electric ty for the New York Cen-
tral railroad, at levet to equip its
tile' from the city's Molts to the,
Grand Central station. is aleAre has
• possibUty of th• near future. It is
said that an electric engine, in many
of its details unlike anything now ia
sorvloo. has been perfected, and that
IS will soon have a trial. If its sue
was is as groat as is promised, steels
power may pass from the Grand ' g
teal Attalla's before January 1, 1*?„.
Ilalts• of Illtsnisootin Tarns Lad
.,..4witinaosota farm lands have h
more than IN per °ed.. la























































































HELPS UK /WO SEICZEPEMS.
Millie ea I.formatios Pentallatna en
anlialtry Depart neesti—aosu•
Iticelleist Makes.
Ihumiaum is now being used ene
nasively as a meter a& for toilet arti-
cles. It ham advantages over alive,
.a being light in weight and neve)
tarnishing, while it costs lese and cas
be treated in an equally artistic man
sea', says Boston Budget.
With a can of deviled ham one cao
work wonders sometimes if one has
• reliable cue to begin operations
For instance, have a small can of
and mix it through two gills of cream
whipped stiffly. Add to this, too, a
;ill of consomme in which is doe
solved half au ounce or even leas
gelatine. Put this into paper cases
r into little china molds and set
in ice for as long a time as neces
.ary, or longer, and unmoid whet
serving.
OW potatoes should always be
?laced over the stove in cold vete'
sod new potatoes in boiling seater
Let the old ootstoes stand in ice wo
:er for an hour or two after peeling
and before cooking.
Epicureen butter is 'served with
grilled me its, etc. To make It, put
two tablespoonfuls of teat butter
.n • small bowl( and work into it
(horoughly with the poiot of a ail
:rr knife a mixture of cayenne.
mixed herb powder, minced parsley
lemon juice and mushroom powder
Alien this is accomplished, wet it or
the ice. and as soon as solid stamp it
into (minty pats. Dot these about
she meat in serving.
A delicious sandwich Ls made bj
spreading thin ovals of bread with
tqual parts' of finely chopped celery
and walnut meats, mixed with
:hopped olives and a little mayon
aaise.
To stuff an olive, peel the pulp
from the stone spirally, ass one peels
an apple, being careful not to let it
break. Then make a tiny ball of the
filling and fold the strip about it.
Too much baking powder is often"
osed in douohnots and fried drop
cakes, causing the dough to burst out
as very irregular nubble. on the
edge, which soak fat and make the
doughnuts heavy and tuashapely.
A pure cream of tartar baking pas
Iler makes the dough rise slowly, as
the gas is not all liberated simply by
moisture. Therefore, if you would
have the beat results. either put the
biscuit into an oh , of moderato
rather than intete heat., that they
may have time to roc before a brown
gruel is formed, or let them stand
ton satautes to rise, and Ikea poi
them tate a hot even
Creamed chitties or creamed smut%
broods may tabs the pgeose of creamed
oysters, and We really memo whole.
sons. 111114.111(Piti easily proeured. Par-
boil the oweethreade end pick them
apart; to each pale allow one can of
eaualtr000is washed arid chopped fine.
Stir the into a pint of cream saucts
Where cken Is used, to each three
pounds chicken that has been most
sarefuli ballet and cut into dice al-




attract!, a Feat* re. of V.1.5. and
Gov't.. ter Far^ineur Wear—.11
ot b imia.ec
Apropos of rt heel, it may not be
amiss to hint ii &t - return of the
pannier over,: it t is persistently
threatened, says. a fashion authority.
A very stunning outing hat for
rummer shows a felt crown and a
straw brim, both white and trimmed
with a soft Persian silk scarf.
White waist* are more to the fore
than ever, and they have embroidery
and lace tucks, and insertions with.
out number.
White with a touch of brilliancy
lent by Persian embroideries is a
conspicuous favorite of the beet de
signers, and daring bits of contrast
make a feature of Parisi gown's.
Lace flounces are once more the
height of fashion, and handsome
gowns are again made with two 07
three of these counted on a setts
Ohindation for the skirt.
Red silks are to enjoy a great
rogue during the coming season
They are either shot with white or
have an irregular pattern, are in
Iwo shades of ted, or are in red and
black.
There is • new China silk which
listinguished by perpendicular line.
of open work, like drawn work, with
a dainty interwoven design. This is
especially attractive with yoke and
Jeep mitten-shaped cliffs of lace, the
taco threaded with narrow velvet rib
bon in any color desired.
This is to be a season of ruffles
quite a numbei cm the new fancy
waists are made with frills down the
front, sometimes • single narrow one
sip the edge of the lap, sometimes •
broad ruffle and sometimes two, and
lacing opposite ways, so full as to
form a jubot and concealing the foie
!ening of the bodice.
gee. the Mother Young land 'parry
This charming power to throwaway
ihr the moment the conditions which
keep us from fun ought not to belong
exclusively to babies. We took out-
ragoous liberties with mother's sweet
facie when we lay coping in her arm*
Ind she was the happiest of women in
econsegnence. Is it not a pity that
through our years of netwonsary train'
fag we should forget the trick of
playing with her by the time we are
e.-own? No girl, I am sure, could pos.
'Mir misinterpret me into meaning
that we are to turn @oboe oeusidorw
lion. Into foolish -Idloulei. What I
/*alio mean is that many matters
would be improved if a sense of humor
died its light upon helm and this ma
aim be mmompliab A by giria.,—asdas
0111elleah ha Ladled Ham aommal. t
A JUNGLE "INFAIR."
IM A COUNTY la southern bonois and
LL I less then a decade ago there still re.
mained • rural section which the people is
the towns designated as the "jungle," a term
of contumely headed down from a period
when this portion of the county was isolated
by iinpaseable raids and covered with dense
timbers. The "'angle" fell behind in the
mar& of progress. The farm wagon con-
voyed the homily to church on Builds."' when
the people on the prairie rode In 'swine
wagons' or owned buggies. There was one
prevailing style of architecture, which is still
frequently seen, the square log houses with
one room and a boxed-up kitchen at the side,
The lights dreaming through the one sinewl
wiadow showed such decorations on the
walla as a shooptn and rifle, the horn pow
se,. daak and hunting pouch, and trophies
el the hunt, while on winter evenings the
glewing firelight from the cavernous fire.
pLsos threw shadows In and out among the
eatoons of orions, a dried pumpkin, and
"middlin'e" auspendechfrom the rafters.
The house in which II ester Lane was bora
stood in a small cleared space in the heart
of the "jangle." Here she grew to worse
hood with no wider experience with the ed.
side world than the weekday walk to the
searest village, and an annual journey to tar
%runty seat in fair time.
iler first, hardship came to her at the sh.
of six, when she must trudgd each day for
miles to the district school. But school
days in the "jungle" were soon over, tha boys
getting the most of the "achoolih' " became
the girls married and had no um for it.
There were no bachelor maids in the "jan-
gle." hlerriege was • certainty about which
there could be no doubt.
Hester L.ine being what the natives of the
"jungle" ca,hd a "good, smart girl." if
was expected she would make a good match.
If the Lane home was more pictureemm
than some of its neighbors it was because
Elester's hand trained the morning glary
eines over the window in =amt, and hid
the woodpile behind a bank of sturdy holy'
hocks and priaceas feathers. Tin pans
and pails shone nowhere else with such
brightrais mud luster as they did on that
bench outside the kitchen door. Beside,
Hester had pieced more patchwork quilts
on the loos winter evenings than any other
girl in the "jungle," where • feather bed
and bedding and a cow was the dowry even
bride was expected to bring to her hub
band.
Hester had her choke between Fquire
Bludsoe's eon William and "Jon"
•hceie father sae the big land owner I.
tho "hregle" and could set off ten acres
for the young people to start out with. Bo
tag • prudent-minded young woman, Has
ter took "Jim" and the wedding day was
set for Octorber.
Squire Ithidsoe, who had "tied the knot"
In every marriage ceremony which had
lakes place 61 Lb. ',tingle" tor • dank
edicieted, and stroolemetited the
wit soot solemn &dries as he dessasselmedel
sessesaro for the resat people to take. •
wedding In the "jungle was a quiet eh*
the real celebrities being the "Inlet? as the
following day, when the =husband Seek
his bite to kb father's
Phie and proud Hester looked as she
saa beetle "Jim," on the front seat of the
wow wags in her "later" teem of "sky
no deletes," trimmed With white bee as
the ruffles, and her last season'. bat re
demrested with fresh ribbon bows. This
piths' away costume represented the saviap
as the sale of sip and butter ',hove the
family 'memories for many weeks. It was
"handmade." too, a sewing machine not
et being on. of the kiwis* el the Laa
Zarb' as they were, the "Infate posow
wore arriving before them. The chairs
were arrauged in a semicirele around the
reesa. and "Jim" and Hester sat dews
sear the oven door. Tim company, the
elder members first, came forward one by
see sad 'shook them by the head and el
heed their congratulations. There WY
es'y eme phrase in which the good wishes
seid be ernivireed. "I with you much joy,'
repeated rash esteibor, solemnly, an sot
dewy again. Theo these was silence in the
Moak the vests staring blankly at the
bride and groom, who relieved their es
barrooms's by eswasmeaal whispers to each
ether.
When the jests and witty sayings which
enlivened the festivities of the "lanes"
were exhausted some of the older folks be
gam reasialsoenaing if former wedding ow
sedan&
"It's cartons how the world does change,"
said Undo "Jimmy" Taylor. He tad his
Vil".Lott ! mLaura," were the piowee 
litagle. "You young fonts, Wk.
FA married and Mart out fa the world
sowsdays don't know what bard times are
You've lumber to floor your house with,
and a week stove, and you can buy bade
and chairs and table already made. It
wasn't so SO years age, when Laura sad I
get \Oohed.
"Lows lived at e:d Kaskaskia. Hee
father had tome over as to the Illinois aids
from Kentucky, and I, being a roving clap
and tired if Tenneeete hills, turned up there
pie day and went to work for him. l..4.
tag was all done by heed ta those days, and
Lanra helped in the corn planting. We fag
la lore and were married One day altar
Oat I took Laura up behind me as a hermo
end with all our worldly goods dad is •
handle wei started oat to seek oar fortis%
we reached the "jungle," and 
stepped
up g
la a sew country. We sever
piece of land and built a eight& !made al
the furniture, with my own hands, and Lauzr
'rooked is the Goals la the ffrephies. I had
le p to t. Louis for almost everything
la those days. and Liars staid &lose fa the
wilderness, but the Indians were goo., and
there eresn't anything more dangerove Is
the woods time varmints and wildcats."
"Ind we didn't hen, %Air' dinners be
those days," said 'Jinx's' father. We had
turkey and venison, which we shot I'th
woods, and for mike and pie we-had
sore pones baked in the coals on the hearth.
'illrn'es mother didn't have a eto
wedding drama like Hester hers, but
!limey woolasy the wove hereell and
the wool for It, too. There wasn't no
hate is them day.; the girl was proud wha
weld get a bit if calico to make a anthem.
sele"
?hare would have been mm's Aeries of the
good old days when simplicity reigned ail
wedding feeds, but the men
away for the "housonising," and hofera
the son went loam the logs, "Jim* had
earthily hews and piled on a pretty 11114
In the ten acres were in their plate, and
a new home was ready in the "jungle.*
litthe evening "Bill" Bledsoe, up
suitor, to shoe that be cherished NO
t ig-Vn, brought his fiddle and there was a
lame in the new hefts., a '"havsawearoo
lag," and the wedding feetivttiat we woo.
"Jba" and Hester stel ft, hethe
latasle,* hot the Male home hos ethos
morns added to it, and a seat *hat limp
sad wellirept °mimed and eludes rel.
e loathe tato a 
progressiveloses the prosperity whisk imbue,
cemseiprtrd the *Isiah° sad
win seta be slily
es of a vienenvoraelmiae.-Obision
&N.1.11AL t'SILAIULUtt/
011011t101111 Suggested b7 the Pecs
liar Habits of Raccoons,
aalatiaaa of a Southerime0b•.
Ike Way of the beenalosl,
tellltrent 1.1551. Ilenlara•
of th• Woods,
osesimal psychology is to be studied.
I see, in Paris," said an observant
Wizen recently, according to the
New Orleans Times-Democrat, "and
the scientista are going to take the
subject up in a systematic way. That
Is a good plan. It is a broad field, and
research along these lines will no
foubt be productive of much interest-
ing data. Heretofore 'it hat reit.-aista
have said along this line, and in fact
all they have learned, has been of a
theoretical nature, ant it may be said
that animal psychology has not passed
beyond hhe pthely experimental stage.
"Darirlii came nearer formulating
an exact hypothesis than any other
scientist when he took up the study ol
the emotions and the means of ex.
pressing them, but even this splendid
treatise is lacking in that definite data
which would place animal psychology
tmong the so-called exact sciences.
Rut It. has occurred to me that a busy,
bustling center of population, where
one may find so much that is artificial,
so much that is out of harmony With
he natural under of things, would
ant be the place to prosecute in an
ntelligent and satittfnetory way •
study of this ictereeting subject.
iurroundings a trifle more rugged
would seem to afford a better oppoh
'unite for the observance of mental
procreh $ in the lower order of life,
dthough, of course, much may be
earned by the method wOich has been
adopted by European ecientiats.
"In the southern part of the United
Vtateli these scientists might find much
his that would give them a more
iw,In.te view to the reasoning meth-
• of animals of the lower order.nuit little trick of theoppossum, for
vigilance. when he feigns death, shows
to element of shrewdness which one
-arely thole in orders of intelligence
supposedly higher. Take the raccoon.
thy is it that he will leap up on one
.Ide of a tree and hen jump as far as
if can from the other ride? It ts s
rick. He ts trying to fool the dog
'.hat is after hint Oy making him be.
ieve be is lap the tree. The 'coon has
oracticed this game for au long that
io well trained dug will ever howl up
▪ tree until be has circled around it
 I times to see if the rime has
sot resorted to the issiia! make-believe
dshey is it tbam • hoon. when the
sre• is falling tinder The effect of the
ounter's on, will scamper dowo e ••
rook of the tree toward the stutuo?
de has two reasons for doing it. In
he first pieme unless the -it'll know,
els business, he will root oat in the
tirection of 'be fallung treh.beliering
the game will scauiper out from the
cp. In tho second place. Os reasons
ehat it la safer for 'body and Haul.
hs either greet he is reaaoning about
Its thing. it is a psychological proo
•aa. Inbtaiscee batc be-en reported
,y hunter, of where 'cootie 'route
sap from the top of falling trees
./..-mingly knowing that they were
euroued by trained dogs, who wouhe
'tang around the stump tooth the,
sould scamper down the trunk of the
tree. Hut the rule Is the other way.
"The point I am trying to mak•."
ioncluded the observant citizen, "is
:.hat the woods art fled whit ties.
evidence, 'which might gilt the set
enlists a clew to the reasoning meth
oda of mammals of the lower order."
REGARDING WHITE ANIMALS
lloausenal Changes in rts• coiss• as
Cereals Beasts and Birds
quickly Occur.
A polar bear would not have •
:hence in stalking seals if it were
rf • darker color. The only Nut
spot about it is the tip of its no-e
[he sailors who first landed on vani
▪ us unknown arctic shores and bey,
stated that the bears nerd to hike
them for seals, and begin to 4,411
them at a considerable distance, lying
inwn fist on tneir bellies in the at-
titude in which the well-known pho
tograph by Mr. Gambier Bolton shoves
the old polar bear at the Zoo, an"
wriggling along in that position until
they came to an tie hummock, wiles
they would get tit „seer over to see
if the "seals" we'. alarmed, owl
wriggle on again. The sailors added
that they could always see the black
lose when the bear got tip near, mid
'owed that the bear put his paw woo'
'us muzzle to hide it. Tie arctic
'nom the "blue" bro., the ptarmigan,
orper and "'mine all undergo the sea-
tonal change to white by an identical
orocess, says the hondon Spectatot.
The hair ov feathery, as the ease
night he, lose color and turn white
my ',hat may almost be described ar
.n instantaneous process. In the
•nzes and birds the white comes ia
iatchem but the sp•ed of the colt,/
haulm is remarkable. There are
natty stories of people whose hair
las turned white "'mm shock "in •
single night." eg by the birds
Ind foxes, these stoo-os must be true.
oio one ever sees the process of fad-
no going on. The feather or patch
if far which was brown or Fro et
;ray suddenly whiltens. Tot no sr',
ties actually seen the color going.
explanation usealy gives ie that
1 takes place ley night. There Seems
so "half way" tint vetweou the white
end Um original color.
Is eat of the hats.
The Father—I am so glad Jolla got
elegised to congress.
Tle:Mother—Yea It's a groat ro•
est. B. has triad se Inally ways of
morals, • living NA Salisd•—Deilteill%gm abea.a.
SWITCH GIRLS TH—ET LOYD.
• Illagalos Treatises That Is Indulged
In by Beano Young People la
Pemaisgivanta.
At Shamokin. Pa.., some queer IMMIP
louts have eurvived the march of prom
rests among the Police and Russian&
him of these observances Is "switch-
ing day." It is a favorite day far
bashful lovers, for invittnems of limb,
rather than eloquence of tongue, oap-
tures the belles of the sononunity,
says an easteru exchange.
For days the man has been in train.
tng for the run of his life, while the
maids adjure oorseta and rub lini-
ment on their kneecaps every night
ere wooing slumber. Finally the
morning of "switching day" arrives.
The man sees before him all the maid-
ens of his vitiate. He may take his
pick. All he must do is to catch and
switch and duck with water the one
of his choice—the maid whom he
would have for his wife If she is
fleeter of foot than ha and escapee
she is tree. If the man is beloved of
his quarry she seldom phi away,
though Ida feet are sled in leaden
shoes.
"Switedoing day" at Shamokin b
aster Sunday, when ell the lada and
lasses of the country round about
gather at the town for the annual
meeting. A girl's starting to run is
accepted as a token that she is not
averse to her pursuer. The youth's
start la seoepted as a proposal, and
no matter what misfortune may be-
fall his quarry be must provtdo.for hen
all the days of his future We.
Pathetic indeed waa the illustration
of this fact In the case of Susan Mare
hok, who was by all odds the bans
somest girl in the Russian colonies
for marry miles about. She was tall
and slender and her eyes wore awe
'Mae. She was crowned with golden
hair, whisk grew in dainty ringlets
close upon her bead. Mien bfanbeh
had more suitors than she ovoid ate
slept, and she was vary soy. Fleet of
foot, the maid had, sines arriving at
• marriageeble ags, passed cos
"switching der inosafety without the
giving of her promise.
Miss Manbok untD aeon era the re
sent festival 00Calli011 had succeeded
In outdistancing all bar pursuers.
Many were the mots she had ran, bet
never bad a ewtteb or a pais of water
some twithtn reaching distance of hes
petite form. It was then that Andrew
llobinsky. • shrewd young man. whir
bad purposely waited until Was Mau.
bok had bosoms fatioued, gave chasm
Off darted tbo maid, and after hes
sped the pursuer.
Down the railroad track they
sashed all unheeding. Ito excited
were both contestants—the man nee
sing for a wits, the girl for liberty—
that the approsetsh of • train was as
Noticed. The eosins tooted shrilly
sad at its bleat Miss Manbolo at
righted, stumbled arid fell upon the
rail. Both of her legs were cut ot
below th• knees, but the doctors ea,
she will live. And Kobinsky. regard
less of her being a cripple, ileotteree
that he will keep Craw t., wag
bar just as soon ..... hbie le
leave the nurse's care.
LOVE BALLS IN SEAN STATES.
Vs lies• and Is to rest I ft. Di vibratos
among T•nnif Folks la Min
sees Empire.
Trod W. Carey has recently been
traveling through an almost unknows
part of the Chinese Shan states, which
lie between Chins propel and Burmah.
In the account of his Journey, which
he recently read hefore the Royal
Geographical aociety, be spoke most
favorably of the. wornen of the womb
try, though his opinion of the man is
not as Battering, says the New York
Imo
In their taco and figure, he saao.
this. Shane resemble the Japaaame
and 'the women are, to say the lomat.
lust as unconventional and fascinating
Them the resemblance. ends.. Tt.e mos
are lazy. good-for-nothing fellows, wise
never work unless they ere ale...stately
obliged to do so. The women toll dur-
ing the summer In the rico field. mead
spend their time when at Lorne is
weaving cloth and in household do
ties. They wear a very peetty eoo
tame, Including a long white petit-
scat, which is much more becomthe
than the ugly misshapen trousers al
the Chinese woneen.
Mr. Carey deorriths a diversion of
the young people which very much Is.
toreated hint. An he rimmed threagi
the villages the girls often provided
themselves with cotton seed bane
which they oall love bona. and mano
times he was pelted with thee* low
missiles. Ile says they were of Onttf110
sot intended to convey any measage
to him, but at the festivities whisk
take place during New Year's thee*
eolored balls have- a very import:1A
put to play. On these occasions math.
Imo could be more signitleant to is
young man, for she is very careral lz
throw ft only to the particular young
than whom she would HIS to marry
Thus the represses her preforemee }co
one on another of the serataa. If the
young man catches the bail, the fact
I, a sure indication that he wishee
to wed the gla and the easgsgesnws•
might as well Ito announced at. ono.,
But If he tnisses the balk the fact Is
dieates that he does not reciprocal.
the affection the mattes desires to
give him, and she most And a loves
elsewhere. Ak-ill other times the go me
Is simply a mode of flirtation, wleste
the maiden or man who fails to catchai. ban manse pay a oxehdt to %b..
thrower.
Offletal (Norio.
The 'queen's fOotTeilli Neer wigs
stink have eight rows of toarls, where-
to these of the prints* of Vfahte are al
lowed eaves rows, and those of tUdo
IPA mayor of LeaboodiAlirs gives sale
Sok_
TSB RIVING' OS ANIMAL&
— •
ebb Unpleasant leratiaa•at Neese MI
as Well Dovobogod Is SOINIO
of nom.
• number of authentic aneodotea
have been collected by Le Tour du
Monde to illustrate the fact that the
seutiment of revenge is very well de-
veloped in some animals. Everybody
knows that elephants, for example
have long meniorie:. -1n they are
et.bjeetod to treatmeth that Kurt*
their feelings. Capt. Shippe, of the
French army, discovered this fact to
his sorrow six weeks after he had
given an elephant a sandwich sprin-
kled with cayenne pepper. The cap-
tain had almost forgotten the inci-
dent when he next saw the animal
and attempted to caress him; but the
eleptinet, recognizing the practical
joker. eeddenly absorbed a quantity
of dirty water from a puddle near-by
arid diffused it over the officer's uni-
form.
Griffith. the historian, tells a story
of two Indian elephant,* rh the siege
of Burtpore. Water was scarce end
In great demand, which gave unusual
value to a well that had not dried up
One day, just as a small elephant and
its driver were leaving the well, the
animal carrying a pail of water, a very
large and strong elephant seised the
pail and drank the water. The mallet
elephant, conscious of his inferioe
strength, showed no resentructo bet
bided his time. One day he oho his
enemy standing broadside by u well.
The little fellow suddenly rushed for-
ward with all the energy at his com-
mand, butted the big one on the side
and tumbled him over into the well.
An Indian missionary tells of an ID*
discreet person whom he saw teastug
an elephant by pricking his trunk with
• pin and then feeding him with let.
tuce salad which no elephant has any
use for. The animal was tether slow
In anger and he bad not fully decided
to be mad till a half hour had elapsed.
whet, be suddenly seised the man's hat
from his head, tore it Into ohm ed. and
lung this fragments into the face of
his tormentor.
• British magazine toad, awhile
ean, of a milkman's dog that was the
terror of all smaller canines, as he
was a fighter and never missed a
shame to mix up in a row. Most loO
the dogs in the neighborhood bore
soars as evidence of his ferocity sad
prowess. None of them could match
hini in a fight. The idea finally ow
stirred to them, however, that thee*
is strength in upon. and so one nihtee
about a dozen of them went to tee
home of the tormentor and thrashed
him within an inch of his life. The
milkman found next morning that his
dog was nearly dead from the wound.
'nflieteiri. When he recovered front the
scrimmage he was a hhanged dog, hay.
toe wholly lost hie taste for fighting.
Air Andrew Smith, a soologrist told
Derwin that one day be saw a tame
baboon in South Africa bespatter with
mod as. officer, who. all aptek and spas,
was on his way to pat Ade. The offices
had frequently tea.ed the althea:
which took this effective meat* of re
eve". Parrots also are among
animals. that do cot soon forget per-
eons who teree or maitre.. them
They tumidly find snm•• wo, to give
some espleatmant mono-eta to thoe•
who an. re kind to thief&
3TAR1 t,. r.;:t siuir TRADE.
• 5.4mm of tbir Ontigio•J ranter, ••
Ino Thaerd on Italallet•11.n la lima-
to•ri Lesthyr Itia•••••laa.
There is to he a •hoe end 'teethes,
to Boston, which (motile
are to b. the "hoof market for heeitie
sad 'shoes fn the United Stews •Issik
ono feature of it is to be a repo doe
Mon of the original shoe fleet...! a.
the Ustted States, eay• the New rb
For many y•ars after the *mete
Fent of the American colonies no se
tamp* was med• to me iv isfsee
boots and shoe, for the retirees loos,-
wear teeing imported from Region*
and France. This was a pereosi of
haall-ahatie ahr..• a .1 ia
:OWSIII terve eeourh to hare a omelet
shoemaker. be supplied all th. 00041a
of the inhabitants In tows oho
..1.er a tra..tiar sibi,•••tnnite, Went fy•arb.,
arr. enothrb to onttaln a village .•oh.
..•see To plea,. alopinte a fla• o-
week at esoh.
So far as to kilovolt, the first er,sse..
lectory in Maseachossetts wade off.PA)
OM in Don•ers. not far troop then
eistorie house in which Oen. Pn.••••••
of revolutionary ferns. was 'horn. Aso
-arty es 17501 eeriness Ohmemeee,..........0
at work currying, rutting O. e •
makiug at the wiener feeto. • to.
Dan vers.
The original oboe factory of Dan-
vers Can. It I. said, he repreducamel
without undue expellee. and as •Oe.
mot and shoe interest in Ntsseesessie
setts is now net only hl ego steel
but enjoying as unusual auelinet oll
commercial prosperity, with a lerper
foreign market than it eh.r had be-
fore. It Is thonght pre-Amigo the* ?hell
'obi/4ton will he representative i•
many respects.
The chief cou•trtes to which Amer
lean shoes are sent are thisontlis,
taglond, the West Indies, Oar. Tows,
desloo and Canada.
How to IlsoNiosil.
The ban who Retie the most one of
f. I. the one ehe Is skyey, lookitig
'up, who is determined that everything
be does,' every investment he trakeit
shall leave him a little higher up, •
tittle further on. To learn, thereforn,
how to spend for the higher facelifts&kaatead of the lower, so that the neantr
ouslities, rather than the gnitnal. Asap
be developed, is a problem that mart
dream us. —Success.
Ilan, theme sha.
Too will Ind a hood roamy moo era
aseso, of wham you did Not expect
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With His Head in a lioraet's Root
This Soldier Was Safe from that
illaosay's Tiro.
"I was in Chickantauroa park •
alma while ago," said an old veteran
who had been discussing the reunion
at Memphis, to a New Orleans Times-
Democrat man, "and I was impressed
with the number of old veterans who
still hang around the hills that have
been made memorable in the coun,
try's history by the fierce battle
that was fought there in the '50's
there is something pathetio about it
Lome.
"They are typical of the charactet








FACE IN A HORNET'S NEST.
lanes of the lost cause. But many of
them are tall of good stories, and
recall one story told me by an old
sonfederate now running a livery
stable in Chattanooga. Ile is fond of
Selling it on himself. It was durltig
one of the preliminary skirmishes at
:hickarnauga.
'Tbe federal troops had rev bed
the top of the bill. tend the confeder-
ates had been forced down eta the
ether side. They hid behind stumps
ef trees, fell over behind logs and
sought other places of concealment
la their effort to wimp* Yankee bul-
lets. 'I fell over behind a log, with
my face down.' said the Chattanooga
liveryman, 'and I could hear the
Yankee bullets whistling over my
head or burying themselves in the log
behind which I was hiding.
"'In hugging up close to the log I
had shoved my face in a hornet's
scat. The hornets covered my fate
end head, and I lay there picking
them Off one at a time until I found
an opportunity to escape. Soon after
that I met a ragged looking soldier,
4 and he said: "Great goodness, Jim,
.bat on earth is the matter with
your facer I told him I had shoved
It into a hornets' nest while dodging
Yankee bullets. "You must have gut-
tered fearfully," he said. "No," I re-
pned. "I never expeneneed a more dr
helot:is feeling in my life," and really
I 'lever enjoyed anything so much as
I did the sting of those hornets."'
The old liveryman chuckled over the
Story, and no doubt he really fell
that the hornets' nest was a pleasure
resort under the circumatanc.es."
PUG ROBS MISTRESS.
Hop Steals Rack Doesho,Desods to Vale
mashie; Property and llonspy to
Slake a Sod.
Mrs. Elisabeth Fleeknoe. of No. 540
Metropolitan avenue, Williamsburg,
N. Y. found some lostarank notes and
deeds cod property under peculiar cir-
sametances the other day.
Two weeks ago she discovered that
• tin box belonging to her had bees
forcibly opened and $400 in bills, three
leak boots ono property deeds stoles.
TUE MISSING PAPERS FOUND.
Kra. Flecknoe, after a vale seareh,
aomplained at the Herbert street pce
hoe station, and said that only a per-
eon well acquainted with her premise.
mold hose committei the robbery.
The woman has a pet pugdog, which
knows every nook in the holm,. Pot
several daya past Mra. Fleeknoe had
noticed that this animal had found a
snug place to sleep behind a hat rack
In the patinr hall, and when she re-
moved the rack to dust it she found
the missing bank books and deeds.
There was no traee of the money
Mrs. Pleeknoe called the dog. When
the animal maw that she had posses-
sion of the bank hooks and deeds it
tried to melee them The pollee are
of the opinion that the dog has seems
the money.
Waste C. Peso RN Papa.
The son of John Smith is &rodent,
Se see his dad, end puts this adver-
tisement in a Texas paper: "If John
Smith. who 20 years ago deserted his
pooro wife and babe, will re-tarn said





Then hi a wreck down' at Spoomar's
honme—a wreck that was formerly a piece
sf blithe manhood, with a marked tendency
to talk and • wen on his head. The erred
in question used to be saluted by his cred
Mors as Mr. Spooner.
.Wuere, before, all was joy, is the highest
octave,- now tir sorrow and woe ie large
luanaties and, a dilapidated bureau ia re
amekably small pieces.
Tait bureau in question arrived in the
Mayflower, so Spooner used to proudly a.
mot.. Unfeeling neighboos used to eon*
times sneeringly remark that it had more
the appearance of haring come in the Ark
But ainglibors will carp and let their hogs
din through your caribige-patch in wile
sad bristly freedom, so de will take thee
meets at 50 per cent. discount.
How the bureau came there was not the
subject that worried Spooner just before
the pall of darkness and bumps settled oyes
the happy home. How- to. get it sway WOW
what agitated his mind.
Spooner's only daughter, Cyclanie, had,
it least, been so fortunate as to sorrel a
fearless being, who made her his wife—arid
the was Cyclonia Spooner no longer. It
Is not the purpose of the writer to de
tribute the idea that, but for this time
ly attack of matrimony, Miss Spooner would
wave become more altitudinoue. Far from
It! She simply ceased, as a Spooner, te
autke the menu at three daily repasts look
as if attacked by an itinerant eat, and to re
mark plaiotivsly that woman's mission ow
earth was not clearly defined around it's
edges.
Now that their daughter had succeeded
la corn:atter tnatnmony in the first
degree, Mr. and Mrs. Spooner resolved tt
do the proper and appropriate thing. Aft.,
such Cootie-War thought, they decided te
present her the sacred bureau, arouse
which eluatered each hallowed association&
like thee@ whose.' to as old buffet.
abs.
The leered berme was located in the
second story of the Spooner domicile. ii
the "owe" beddooss! How to get it down
Main was the (mention.
The time, several years before, whets
hags, the dray-man, had raised the pea
garotte piece of furniture tee the second
story window, by means of mach rope and
profanity, was stall fresh is Spooner's mini
Be remembered that Jew had meow-red
the bureau, which was an enormously do
'eloped affair and teen had measured the
airway.
"Too wide for the stairs." was Jags? Yee
Let.
So without any more fuss he had pm
seeaed to haul it up the side of the ammo
sad tato:rams it through a window.
But Spooner considers himself a peer le
the way of macentested think, to any two
legged dairyman that ever wore* hairy her
ror for • beard and charge 40 pieces ad
silver for carrying a 504ent trunk two
blocks. He knew, wittiest measuring. tea
the stair. were wide enough for the be
van. 9ingiebanded and alone be attached
the lugubrious Nees of fermiers in its even
native spare bedroom.
By dint of mush pulling and se equal
amount of healing, he succeeded in wease-
ls' to the head of the stairway, ys mete
el the fact that it seemed sectionally A
sock its 'kers into. the floor, in si deter
mined 'Bort to resist the departure.
Getting ahead, be carefully lowered the
berme toward himself. The operation was
'sly marred by the triliug easidest ef •2
She drawers slipping out at ONG and the
Sm. time, and sll but the WC ems barb
Mg ems portion of Spoon's perms m
they IA a wooden) shower, even hien, sad
leaded below is the "jog" of the stair
war. The last sad hisavieet drawer de
perted hem the retake order of peu...ad-
ui lit, wrong side up, en Spooner's
heat shoulders and hewed bead. His bald
m the May-Sewer hehloom slipped and the
sebeedowilic6wees fell forward woes kin, the
bthe exactly b‘...ath the chin
ten they west, with ajthe ezeitaressi
Mil euluity that attehd the peerage al
bus rushing heatically dews the oorridon
Of tines.
Spooser was a trig in advance of the
bureau when both a/need In the "bog" of
the stairway.
The drawer* which a/ ands Ow4e4lobaso
s few seconds before, lay in a confused heap
math all paiwild• censers upward to wei
some the no. hilarious Spooner.
He landed on ail these corners and sew
gal more that seemed to put In an appear
1ase for that ecrasiers only, and the ea
sheet and vindictive bureau stood equate
y on its bead on his quivering sorpereity
A wild, uafiled yell, se sharp yet se vol
eminous thee it startled the bats out of the
ebtranry and brought Mrs. I/peeper to the
lest of the stairs.
"Oh, the precious bureau!" she shrieked
What, oh what has happened to itr
Presently a flout riet piped up from the
otatoes of the pile where Spooner was do
keg • eontortios sot breathe dm bureau:
"The precious bureau Is uninjured at
est." it said, "but I am mortal "Modsi by this caLinet•made demon!"
Frightened at the awfvl oondition ef het
erneee, buried beneath • mountain of re
morsel'', furniture and with me immense.
ot ilia, life, Wm. Swoon ran foe menet
.nre. Presently she retunied with weigh
war Kellar By his strong area. the wreck
4 manhood wee draws from heneeth the
sill militant heirloom of the Roundheads
Another nseaswerment was instituted, and
foemer decision of Jaws, the &airman.
ois vindicated. The bureau would go tic
motive dows the "jog." fee the stairway
es! mu.;rt narrower from there down.
thithoet • word, but with • terrible dark
due rime** depicted on his coC000d
image, and 11011e several ilea'« eut en use
'Moab, Spooner, assisted by Kilter, set to
work to form tbe bureau up to the top
• the stake again. This they suemeded
• acceambehiag, in spite a the Puritanical
resietanee id test stubborn orthodox sheet
if (beware.
Then Spooner roll. It ever, and °yet,
with the weigh` e's aid, he balanced
t 4 al.oneit as the se sseifsw•sill
With a senile el almost tiei,u,Wi joy and
6 spasmodic hitch to his pantaleone, slow
y• slipping sway from the clutches of ne
et* rear suspeoder betten, Spooner pusliee
the bureau, new thoroughly frigh Lased, out
ford, and it hurt! d through the air like
he flight of • beam- mobbed meteor. Witt
6 mash, it landed *a the stone dooretep,
oiro stories below, nd was seething but s
wreck of its former grenasur.
Col. Wiadygasee's valuable dog, of th•
senehlegged persueelen, had, but a sae
sent before, been clawing ais overshoe
es the dooretm. Now he lae under tbe
oureau--only • 'amine reeellection, a hairs
ireaseepet.
Cyelonis get se wedding present from bet
parents; Spooner got sothiag but a choice
essortenent of hump. and abrasioes and
bill for Dr, said to be the value of the
ate dog. Ye all of which he objurgetod
4PeuresuitelitrielP4hine4la the.erMithrradrstatablicet. he "el
Mimershiso Osumi dpeateri—Geol Li
SSIBILlit3 KILLED FOR DEER.
now York Busters Obliged too Par
.1100 rer a Dees neenian
wa a OW farina
John Hendrickson, a breeder ef
fancy cattle, meetly Guernseys and
Jerseys, living near Pleasant Valley,
en the Coohecton turnpike from
White Lake to Newburg, N. Y., re-
eently found four of his finest young
betters In the field, all riddled with
charges of buckshot, which had en-
tered the bodies lust behind the fore
Leg.
Neighbors reported that hunters
from Nen York, who had been stay-
ing at White Lake, had passed over
his farm in quest of partridge, and
that &love had been heard in the
ricinity'of the field where the settle
were at pasture.
The dead heifers were the finest
specimens of the Hendrickson herd.
and it occurred to the owner a.a he
was examining the wound.' that
tilled them that trey bore a strong
resemblance to does by reason of
thedr delicately formed Ilbs. He
was seized with the idea that they
had been mistaken for deer by the
touters.
Hendrickson ereort to White Lake,
out found that the three men he
wanted had gone. He secertalned
their names and addressee in New
York and after coardderable &Mouldy
Located them. He has just returned
after seeing them, and as a rsetilt
of his visit he in $500 Asher than
when he went as the atty.
FIDDLES WITHOUT HANDS.
roasts Clawson. at Atteessa, Ill, eseev..
sows« liereamingis ineeseeemat-
able Dilliensitless.
Atlanta, a, small taws south St
Bloomington. Ill., has in Prank Claw-
son • fiddler whose chief laid for
fame lies la the fact that he is with-
out hands. Clawisom has been, per-
former on the violin since boyhood,
end his skill woo such that he was in
demand et every country dame in
that part of the country. Several
yeare ago he was caught In • bits-
card and both hands were se badly
frozen that they were amputated at
the wrist. Supposing that his id-
Snug daye were over, the old Warn-
men* was laid away by the owner.
Tb• old-time longing to bring out
music became to. strong to be re-
sisted, and he coneelveid the unique
else of playing without bands. Fie
shads a eontrivenoe out of heavy
erne which enabled him to wield the
Sew. TUG matter of fingering was
more diffieult, but by hard prectlee
be trained the stump of his left hand
be make the necessary shifts from
else swing to another, and from po
atlas to positicrn. With the fiddle
beldIn plsoe by his shin and
Nod with the help of his flare:
▪ ClaW19011 manage. to pls.
*mealy am mach unman. as farm- he
A YOUTHFUL ._GRANDMA.
Bra Oart•s•a. et tows Patio.
Oliniss• the Bossard tow he
•orthweet.
--
A graadmether s 19 ie the reeord of
Vre. Jesse P. Carleton, of Iowa Palls
la who elating the dietinction of being
be youngest grandmother in the en-
ire northwest. She is hoping t• be s
rmot-grantimotker by th• time she
a al.
Kr and Mra Carleton were mar
'tad In Ohio IS ye•rs ago, Mts. Carlota*
(wing only 11 yeare old when she was
wooed, won and led to the altar by hes
touthhal schoolmate. Leas than twe
rears later, when only 13 years of are
ilw became a mother. The tendency
• °ward early inserts gee is the Caresses
!amily was LraDoralttlid to the dough
er, and two years •ero. at the afoot it,
rh• was married Last week she be-
tame a mother.
Until recently James P. Carleton was
postmaster at Iowa Fall., but • few
meeth•sgo he end his wife removed to
it Paul, Minn., where their daughter
and grandchild reside.
Es..•••••• tar ikeptelitts• Ike Igoe?*
A proclaiming movement has been
started in Virginia for the benefit of
the negro population. The idea °rig
tasted with Dr. R. E. Jones, of Rich
mood, and several prominent and
wealthy nearoes are associated with
nitro The first of the proposed set-
tlensenta will be established near
Richmond. Plots of ten acres es,la
will be laid off and upon each wit'
be erected a for,r-roomed log ce0a1s
of antique style Theart plota win be
sold on easy installments plane to
aggress anxious to bettor them-
*elves. They will be given practical
and ayetematie inetruction in farm-
ing, an experienced expert from the
inetite • at Hampton being engaged
be two, notor.
Plan a ebredieteee reneed.
A bold, remarkable project te re.
p.1,-lag attention among Rumalan
poem's 
 en-
It is proposed to construet
a tunnel under the main ahain of the
Caucasus mountains trona a point et
miles eolith of Vladikavkaa. The tun
eel will be MI miles long end e.liet
11111,000,000. An soon as the Tranehh
holies railway is finished, is lae
Bente!. this Osuresian tunnel, which
boa the warm support of the Ivor
will be eotronemoed. From a military
and eonamereial point of view the
work will be of east importance. as
the .sly direst communication with
IranwCancesie from southern Russia
Is bye. ordinary read trees Vlailliks
*etas to Llfila
••••••• tw Ostia,
• roar ago thorn were SAO paWdo
silherta Cabe. with MAO •61.111waL
Rim Owe ewe IMAM Newel dila
ken. agui saw oast& aim Wets
_
FRESH FASHION NOTES.
dew Ideas in Dress Ornamentation
in Evidence In the Up-to-Date
Gootamees,
• charming evening ge,,oi for •
young girl is of rich miroir satin
veiled with either white, gold or col-
areal net, showing a de maim of
lace or ribbon applique in a al de
sign, alternating with roses or ca.
mellisie sewn on in a studied careless-
ness, says the Brooklyn Eagle.
Some ingenious mortal bus intro-
filmed an effective novelty tide on
namely, black velvet roses. about the
size of the palm of' one's hand, ready
Co applique onto silk, lace or chiffon
There is an open circle in the piddle,
through which the material can bs
drawn. These roses make the mewl
effective sort of decoration.
The bridal robes of one of the briees
of this season was made with a chif-
fon coat, tucked all over, meeting a
yoke of lace and lace sleeves, a lace
train starting from between the
shoulders, and a handnome lace
flounce at the hem. In this bride's
trousseau was a handsome white satin
gown, with a lace flounce round the
hem, put on very full and headed by
festoons of chiffon caught up into
scallops.
At a recent society function in Paris
one of the most picturesque and no-
ticeable toilettes was of black vel-
vet. The Louis 1171. ecrsage formed •
double-breasted front and long coat-
tail behind, while round the decollet-
age a deep white lace collar, almost
reaching to the waist behind, passed
over the shoulders and formed a point
In front. White mousseline transpar-
ent ion* loose sleeves were caught
tightly to the wrist by a black velvet
band.
L'Art Nouveau has ceased to be a
eovelty, although unique anea exceed.
higly beautiful example. are continu-
ally being produced, so the seekers feu
something newer in the line of jewelry
and dress accessories have turred
their attention to the Russian produc-
tions. The costliness of these articles
which are truly works of art, is suffi-
cient guarantee that they will not be-
come too popular, and their beauty
and variety of design win appreciation
from all lovers of exquisite ornaments
Incrustations of lace are gaining in
favor rather than losing their pres-
tige, and very ethereal effects are pro-
duced by applying lace on to chiffon,
which is placed over satin; and they
also look exceedingly well on foulard.,
especially white foulards, with tine
Irish point of rather a deep tone, out-
lined with black ribbon. The material
is alweys cut away from'beneath the
lace, which gives it a light effect
White foulard with black Chantilly
Incrustations is a good combination
It is less expensive than the very rich
embroideries end in man ways is
eery desirable.
HINTS ON FURNITURE.
& Oosetortoble (leech That le Bonny
Mad. at Hoe—As hatless.
Oak mate. sta.
Few families, whether in town or
:ountry. have sufficient closet space
In which to keep gowns and
wraps unwrinkled. The safer way.
In any cage. Is to lay them flatly
Ind smoothly in a box large eroeirt
to accommodate them at their 71.11
length. Sueh • box may be me&
it home in such • way as to serve s
inuble purpose—that of couch enc
oardrnhe combined. says the New
York Tribune. A stout haw of unpei,,t•
•d wood. six bet foci- inches long by
about three feet four toebes wide, can
be constructed hr any hoe boy or his
mother without diffteulty, using roune
wire nsi:a, to avoid plittIng the wood
The cover sbould helve e cross lora
Dear each end. and must he firma
hinged on the box. Line the inside oi
the box and :id with a pert+ eahle cam
brie or sileeia. Then nail a. euehion
Jeep and springy. to the too. This
cushion may be need, of en old halt
mattress, picked to pieces end put in
new ticking bf the proper 'lee. or of
"wool Witte." Or may be procured at
little expense from en upholsterer.
Tack an artistic denim or chintz in
aoir plaits all around I be box. • nd covet
be top separately, finishing the edge
of the latter with. full pinked ruching
of the febric to conceal the opening
too-, a strong loop on the edge of the
top by which to lift It, end It is well to
fasten a piece of strong tape at each
end to lid and box, to avoid straining
the binges.
Beeped with pillows and with an it-
than throws, .,••T the toot, too, makes
• cemfortehle conch by day, and ever
nigbt if necessary.
An excellent ha:1 table for a country
noose was evolved not long ago by an
Inge' loos girl from an ordinary un•
apin.ed'kitchen table without a leaf
he sawed two inches from the legs
then stained the whole with a black
Stain. wade es follows: A few cents'
worth of logwood chips were put in e
stone jar. with just eneugb water tc
rower them. and left to simmer sr,
store for half a end This liquid
applied to the wood and left to o.
V•toegar in which s number of rut).
nails had been eteeped was ?het,
brelshrd over, and repeated until the
liable acquired a good Wattle oak col-
oring. Brass rollers were then fas
tened on the legs at d an old-fashioneo
areas handle put on the drawer, wi.i• it
was stained inside to match the outlode, and served for hoiclinggloves. etc
A scarf of dark tod leather was fe•
iened down the mici.le of the table with
brass headed ticks and.beholdta net
ly handsome 'old table!
As)/ • ( Dna One,
Willie—Pa, Is p‘ lithea a pootaisetoa
ter • business/
Ps—Well, that tepanda upon oir•
nmtatances. If yea're se the win-
ging side it's a kimiassa,—PbUsda,
ddit *-------------.-,---,---
oNDsaW.—iroits.Ellf CULTURE PLANE
Secretary Wilson to Encourage De.
velopment of the Industry.
Will daft Congress see 11110,000 tee the
IParposso of Preliminary Teat and
Ilavestiaation ist What Can Hs
Dews I. Vatted State..
fleeretary Wilson, of the department
if agriculture, is determined to re.
it., interest in the cultivation of silk
worms and, mulberry trees in tht
United States, and the sum of 110,01.io
which he has asked oougress to give
him to develop silk culture in the
United States for • preliminary test
sad investigation, will be spent with
a view of interesting every man and
woman in the country who has some
spars time for the work in the planting
•f mulberry trees and the oars of silk
worms.
If the appropriation asked for is
granted Secretary Wilson will turn his
attention first to the south, on account
ef the large amount of cheap ,Ishor
to be procured there. If the results
In the south are at all satisfactor3
t n the men, women and even the
children will be appealed to by the ge•
ernment to lend a hand in establishing
a new industry.
"After congress authorizes the
start," said Secretary Wiliam, "I shall
be ready to furnish the necessary sup-
plies to anyone wishing to make the
experiment of silk culture. Tbe -.‘ rt.
Is about all done in tie spring, and II
my plans carry, by next spring every
member of congress will have at ba
disposal 50 mulberry trees to be given
away to his oonstituents. I think It
likely that I shall call upon Booker
T. Washington to help me at the start
through his great industrial school
at Tuakegee, Ala. He is ready there
I. take hold of the experiment and
ho much in a short time in educating
the people in silk culture.
"So far as I am concerned, I know
silk culture east be made a success In
this country. People Laughed at me
when I said the beet sugar industry
would be a success, but it is a success,
said the total yield Ibis year will be
900,000 tons of sugar. We are grow-
ing excellent tea plants in this coma
try to-clay and preparing tea for the
market in an absolutely clean way—
that is, in steel cylinders and without
the tramping of perspiring cheap labor
apon the 1 . The Yankee can fur
mount almost any obstacle, and be fwe
mediately improves almost any ides
or industry be imports."
WANTS ISLE'S COINS CHANGED
1101 1ag Qwwerwww et Hawaii Urge.
*mortices.' Illoaey for too la
the Island.
Authority for the conversion of all
rawalian silver °ohm into eorrespoad-
tag coins of the United States and for
the immigration of a limited number of
Mates laborer. coeditioned upon
their enraging in agricultural purruite
@rely daring their residence in the t.cr-
ritory and froelr return to their own
errantry oral ceasing to be farmers are
the chief reoominendations of H. E.
Cooper, acting governor of Hawaii, is
his enamel repo -t.
The proeperity of the islands, &mord-
bg to the sating go•ernor, depends on
lb. successful and economical produe-
lion of surer. "The employment of
Chinese and Japanese by the planters,"
h• soya "never hey and never will in-
terfere with either American skilled or
unskilled labor, but if an ample supply
of desirable labor can be obtained it
means million., of dollars spent for ma-
chinery, building m•terialin tool*, steel
and iron and other supplies of Amer-
Gan mannfaeture."
Sow Jersey's Pure Food Law.
What is mid to be the strictest pure
food law In the United States has just
gone into effect in New Jersey. Its
enforcement has been intrusted to
the New Jersey board of health. Un-
der it the office of state dairy cone
missioner has been abolished &rid hie
duties have come under those of the
chief food inspect .r. There will be
a large number of deputies scattered
an over the state. Everything that
an corns into use for human con-
sumption se food or drink in included
under the law. The inspection will
even take in canned goods. It doe"
sot matter Whether these or anything
else is manufactured or put up out-
side the state or in it, they are liable
to come under the ban of the law if
the analysis to be made from time to
Urn. shows them to be unfit for hu-
man food.
Map  Koch memory.
Positive signs of tuberculosis have
appeared in the cow that was inocu-
!steel with germs by Dr. George D.
Barney, of Brooklyn, several day.
ago. Dr. Barney will permit the
signs to become more pronounced
and will then kill the cow and hold
an autopsy. Dr. Barney is now cer-
tain that be has disproved Dr. Roch's
theory that human tuberculosis and
bovine tuberculosis are not intercom
monicable. Dr. Barney said Iasi
tight that he had no doubt that the
autopsy to be performed would
prove beyond doubt the fallacy of Dr.
Euu:h's theory.
w
P.1.  In British Isaias Jails.
o fiorer than 5$7,884 prisoners
in the prisons of British
1900--an Increase of 91,064
e number for 1891. Of this
y 24 515 were female.,
Her proportion than
Brits..
A sefaetion to •
New that taken is
the n
iadi• •
ileavy Inas tapes 1111A0 Illelawstall ad
Clarks in the Valted liaise
Railway Pootsil Servion.
Millions of people are complain'sg
aowadays of beirg taxed financially,
but an army of men in the employ
of Uncle Sam are Imrdrued with *
mental practice unheard of, as re-
gards extent, in any other country of
the world. Things that a railway
postal clerk must rememisti nave in-
treased in such volume tarot ctoe would
think every cell of his eraio would
pe tilled wi•h the name of s •t office
sr sallwao connection, ood 1 won-
der is to at the clerk's mind does not
falter under the preseure. Despite
these facts cases of insanity among
this clans of public servants are rare,
saye the Chicago Record-Herald.
One Chicago postal clerk maintained
for several years a record of 21.1100
cards (which take the place of letters
examination.a) with an average per
sent. of correct distribution of a frac-
tion over 99 per vent. He knew how to
reach that many offices in several
states by the shot test, quickest roe. e,
and he knew the correct location .if
each office in its state.
A clerk on the New York ard Chi-
eago railway post office mum an„ie
the correct locatTon of every,post of-
fice in a group of states made up of
Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin. Inelana.
Minnesota, Sotto Dakota suutj Ne-
breaks. In these seven states them
are 12,317 post alma. Not only is the
clerk required to be "up" on the gen-
eral scheme, which means the corr ot
location of the post offices in each
state, but bo must know how to reach
the whole 12,000 post officer- from one
or more stations.
A clerk runnirp between Chicago
and Minneapolis underwent no fewer
than 78 examinations in 15 years,
learning 13,300 offices in 15 different
sections of the United States. In
some of the examinations he was re-
quired to make a Chicago city distil.
button, which means that while run-
ning over the country at the rate of a
mile a minute he must distribute let-
ters to the carriers of the Chicago de-
livery. He must know not only where
every public building and leading mer.
motile house is located, but also how
to ctivide the numbers on a particu-
lar street so that he can "tie' out" his
letters to the correct carrier, accord-
:11.g to the route of the latter. This
same clerk made 13 examinations in
Len months, with an average correct
distribution of 9 .89 per cent. In $0
examinations he came out of nine a
them with a clear 100 per cent. each.
Think of such a task, taking intee
eonsideration the puzzling similarity
of names that are used to designate
post offices! Then, too, must be con-
sidered the fact akat there are hun-
dreds of eases wiere in each state Is
• post office of the same name. For
Instance, in the states named above
there are five post offices named Ham-
ilton, six Grants, four Garnet/Is, four
Genevas, four Smithvilles, foot Spar-
tan and five Jefferson., and so on..
In some instances there is a post of-
Ace of the same name in each of the
seven states. As one may imagine,




Wise er of il Cue Tribe. Bow
Hari to Find.
Frew a atory in St. Nicholas we
slip this description of the old-time
mountain lion:
There was & time wilco the Ameri-
las mountain lion was one of the
smolt formidable animals in the world.
The cat is the masterpiece of ratans;
SIM toe rewariserrit ;ewe wail wee we wet.
MOGI terribly armed and powerful of
• the Cat nanny. It was a compact
mass of hard and tough muscle and
gristle, with bones of iron, strong
taws, sharp teeth, and claws like
steel penknife-blades. It was
prodigiously strong, lithe, and quiet,
cowered rith a mail-coat of loose skin
that was as tough as leather.' It had
the temper of a demon, and was in-
satiably bloodthirsty. Withal, it had
Jibe proverbial nine lives of the cat
tribe.
Against such an animal it was
hopeless to match doge. It was said,
ha the school-books of 40 rears ago,
that "three British mastiffs can pull
Sown a full-grown Asiatic lion." Per-
haps they could; but they would have
been sorry of they had tackled a full-
frown American mountain lion of
that time. He was not to be "pulled
down" by anything; -and if he had
beet "pilled down," that was exactly
the position in which he fought best
With his back protected by the earth,
and all four fearfully armed paws fly-
ing free, aided by his terrible teeth,
and a body so strong that It could
not be held in any potation—well,
when he was "down" was the time
that he was most "up."
He once was found in all the Rocky
mountain regions, from the jaguar
haunted tropical forests of the ex-
treme south to the home of the
northern •winter blizzard; but he at-
tained his greatest size and ferocity
on the subtropical plateau of north-
ern Mexico, New Mexico and Arizona.
These animals( are no longer what
they were. The tourist or hunter of
to-day cannot hooe to lino any of the
old-time power or ferocity.
melange 'fees Royal Reading.
As his children attained the age of
ten King Edward bad everything con-
serning them which appeared in the
newspapers, pasted into albums, and
these were banded ovor to them when
they reached years of discretion. The
prince of Wales, however, began at the
beginning. and each a his Andres
he, • volume of newspaper trattfaell
sating from I he day of kidtk.--Cadt





This excessively hot weather saps
strength and vitality. You feel tired
and worn out all the time; your ener-
gy is gone; every organ in the body
needs toning up; you become bilious
and feverish. Take a Bile Capsule
tonight at bedtime. It will dispel all
bile and impurities from the system,
and tone up the liver. Tomorrow
continue taking VINOL, the Recon-
structive Tonic. It is GUARAN-
TEED 'to make you feel better.
The Bile Capsule costs you nothing.
The VINOL is $1.00 per bottle. Both




Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered to any part of the city.
Phones No. itto.




BOARDING for ladies or gentile-
men at 714 Harrison street. New
phone 877.
WAN TXD--Firsa-c la ss cook for
s1ia'.4 fatuity. Inqiire at 408 Wash-
ington street. tf
FOR ' RENT.---Furnished rooms
within three blocks of Fourth and
-Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
.FOR RENT—Three downstairs
rooms, electric lights, gas, hydrant
and cistern water. Apply 513 North
reads
WANTED—A girl to do general
housework: two in family. Apply at
Flat No. 3, No. 308 North Ninth
Sorest.
FOR SALE—My farm in Arcadia;
also full blooded Jersey cows. Apply
to T. L Crice or myself. Mrs. L. M.
Bloomfield.
FOR RENT—House at 514 Clay.
Sewer connections and all improve-
ments. Call 533 North Sitxh, or
phone 1418, old phone.
LOST—Lady's gold watch; name
Alice F. Leeder engraved on back.
Finder returning watch to Utterback's
grocery will be liberally rewarded.
LOST—One water spaniel dog,
eleven months old; comes 'to call of
"Buck;" black in color. Return to
Hal S. Corbett, 313 North Ninth
street, for reward.
FOR SALE—A two-story frame
dwelling, seven rooms, lasge recep-
tion hall, hot and cold water, good
out buildings, nice yard with shade
*sees. Wil sell on terms to suit pm-
'chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at
924 North Seventh street. New
phone No. fir.
Friday Morning, Aug. ix, tepee.
1111.11•••=••• _.&•111•1=111=0,
LOCAL NEWS
—Rev. Lloyd Wilson, formerly of
Paducah, but now of Louisville, will
preach Sunday night at the First Bap-
tist church.
t—The two negro boys,, Grandison
Taylor and Sam Gay, who stole to-
bacco from the vetiarf boat, were sent
to jail for four months by Judge
Lightfoot.
—The lumber dealers say the stag-
nation of business in the South be-
cause of the yellow fever scare is
hitting them hard in cutting down
tbe:r ttade.
—In spite of the weather and other
interference .there was a good stir
in business circles yesterday. Many
people from the country seemed to
be in the city. ,
—Two magisterial districts in
Craves counoy which adjoin Mayfield
arc to take a vote on prohibition at
the coming November election. A
v•arrn cam-ase is co.
—There was a small fire about to
-o'clock yesterday 1110T0•01g in a cot-
tage at 726 Burnett street, belonging
to Smith & Scott. Damage slight and
covered by issurance.
—Constable Shelton, of Mechanics-
burg, yesterday arrested Fred Mnnt-
gomery. colored. for wife-beating. He
wa-ve $too bond to answer Monday
"before Squire Young.
—Dan Sayers, the injured mate,
and Chttles Miller, the shot suspect,
'both of w'hom are in Riverside hos-
t. Veal, continue to do well. They botb
stiottM be out in a few days.
—Many loose hogs are being im-
pounded in Mlechlanidhsburg by the
police. This is under the orders of
• the council that the ordinance against
hogs running at large be enforced.
John Ingram. a farmer, was shot
one instantly killed near Dotterel,
Ky., by Ed Coffy, a neighbor.
Personal Mention.
Mr. Geo. W. 'Beak, of Rose Clair,
Ills is in the 'city.
Mr. Peter Burnett, of- Louisville,
is in the city.
Mr. W. G. Duncan, of Greenville,
Ky., is visiting inthe city.
Mir. T. H. Morrow, of Clatksville,
Tenn., is in the city.
Mr. -Walter Wilkins, of Elkton, is
here on a visit.
Mk. Douglas St. Clair Ross, of
Chicago, is the guest of „his cousin,
Mr. A. A. Balsley.
Miss Inez Trent has returned
from attending a house party in Bran-
denburg, Ky.
Mr. William Kattejohn has gone
to Chicago, hitilwaukee, St. Louis and
other points Weil, for several weeks.
Rev. David C. Wright and family
are spending the summer at the home
of Mir. Thomas Boswell in Arcadia.
Mr. L. P. Head left last evening for
Denver, to attend the National Ea-
gles' aerie as representative from the
local aerie.
Mr. H. D. Moore went to Louis-
ville yesterday.
Mr. W. D. Watson arrived yes- baskets of articles and two suits of
terday from Fulton. 'clothes were stolen.
Mr. Carl Puryear has returned from
Dixon Springs.
Mits L. C. Humphreys,
Tenn., is in the city.
Mr. Walter Globs, of Fulton, is the
guest of friends in the city.
Mt. Mark Worten has returned
from a businse trip to Smithland.
Mr. R. F. Tisdale, of Union City,
Tenn., is in the city.





Miss Jennie Belle George is home
from a pleasant visit to Mrs. Ed
Webb in Fulton.
Misa Virginia Carney, of Mayfield,
is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Robert Mar-
tin, this cty.
M)rs. Bente Crow, who has been
conducting a revival at Grahasnvilk,
for supra) weeks, was in the city
yesterday en route to Hampton, Ky.,
a series of meetings.
tewart, wife and two Chil-
ropolis, were at the Rich-
niand yesterday.
Judge J. T. Web' and Justice I. N.
Hughes, of Mayfic vrerc in the sity
yesterday.
Mr. J. B. Gi:bert, secretary of the
Kentucky Mill and Lumber Company,
has Bane to Chicago.
Mr.. Campbell Flournoy /eft last
night for A.thenta, Ga., on business.
Mr. A. G. Oinsfey has gone to Ohio
to visit eth old home.
John areckenridge, who has been
ill at blaylield for several weeks, has
returnese so Paducah.
Mr. !algae Boolware returned last
nigtit from Chicago, where he at-
tkrided the national convention of
wi netts s. dresser,.
Mr lien Marshall, circuit court
clerk i• Frankfort, is attending the
encamo :rent.
Mts. Noun Hoertz and Mist John
Smith, Louisville, are thc guests of
Mrs. Jo i • TheohoM.
Mis-s J, wie Bell is vie.:ins in Hari
Money. Ky.
Mr. J. !P. Davis, president of the
Birdsulle hank, was here yeeterday on
business.
Mr. WI. H. flokomb is in Nash-
ville on business.
Judge D. L. Saunders returned yes-
terday from Smithland.
Miss Hattie liallsley has returned
to her honk in Huntsville, Ala., after
a visit to Mrs. J. W. Tayior, or.
Madison street.
Mr. H. L. Helves, and Mr. Race







Mr. J. T. Meyers, foreman at the
basket factory, has malarial fever.
Editor W. 0. Wear and Ed. Phil-
lips, if Murray, are in the city.
Mr. J. V. Hardy, who is to be pres-
ident of the Hardy Buggy 'company
Which is, to begin business about Oc-
tober let, is in the city to remain now
permanently. He is a guest of the Pal
T eves About





are in Paducah visiting
Reed is visiting in
Wilson, of Poplar Bluff,
guest of friends in the
MOT.
hitIS4 Nettie Bernhard is in the city
visiting her father, air. George Bern-
hard. Miss Bernhard is a graduate
trained nurse. After a two weeks'
visit here she will return to Chicago,
where s.he has a position in St.
Mary's hiospitat
The Coming Theatrical Season.
Manager T. W. Roberts, of The
Kentucky. returned yesterday from
Chicago where he went to book some
ateracticfne - foe the corning season
here. Owing to the prevalence of yet
•lcw fever in New Orleans and the
scare in the South he found the thea-
ter business unoertaits but never the-
lees he booked a number of attrac-
aons which will visit the city in due
tilme. It is not yet settle,/ what will
he the opening hill at The Kentucky.
hot it will be the best obtainahl of
iwhich the patrons of the tara
amirseinein place can rest aa a is
the
— -Though it %%VA t are trail that
yesterday would be he trick calm
day, there was a Is time we sy yes-
terday roaming. sure, could pirrWere
•  Into mese thoughdining the da
*slightly close, °alma eseeld warm,
-Weals. Ina essol,and last ni •.
The Cases Which Were Before the
City Court During the Morning
And Other Police Matters, .
By the use of chloroform Mr. Rich-
ard Sherrer was Wednesday night
relieved of $60 while he slept at the
boarding-house of Mrs. May Rehkeopf,
417 South Fourth street. He bad
the money in his trouser's pocket and
found when he awoke yesterday
morning that his money was gone,
but his watch and other valuables
were undisturbed. Mr. Sherrer says
that he was one lie was chloroformed
as he had such a curious feeling when
he awoke. There is no clue as to the
thief. Mr. Sherrer is •bookkeeper for
the Jackson Foundry and Machine-
Company.
A small house on the "shanty" lo-
cated at the wet end of Jackson
street, near the railroad, was broken
into early yesterday morning and four
Police Court Cams.
The cases which were disposed of
in police court yesterday, Protein-
Judge Cross presid'sig, were as fol-
lows:
Arthur Burks, petty larceny, under
a $loo bond.
James Kendred, breach of- the
peace, $5.
Lawrence Dungery, using insulting
language, continued until tomorrow.
Lottie Jacobs, Amanda Lambert,
Emma Ward, Violet Lee and Nellie
Edward's, drunk and disorderly, $r
and costs cacti.
Alfred Hale, breach of the peace, $5
Richard Lewis, a negro of Union
City, $25 and ten clays in jail for.car-
rying a pistol.
Sam Winston and Jake Henry,
gaining, $20.
Scott Overton Gave Bond.
Scott Overton, colored, has been
released from custody at Lexington,
Tenn., and hag returned home. He
was arrested for selling "cream ale"
or 'oder other "tonic' on the train
that left here on the night of August
8th. Overton says that he compro-
mised with an officer by giving him
$15,
Four Months in Jail.
Four months in the ccsuhty jail was
the sentence handed Arthur Bork, by
County Judge Lightfoot yeaterday.
The charge was for stealing a pistol
from Scott Overtime. He was 'held
over from police court yesterday
morning.
Held to Answer as Charged.
• The examining trial of Will Fox.
colored, chaeged with shooting and
wounding John Cobbs at Maxon's
Mill was, tried before Justice Young
yesterday. Fox was held to the cir-
cuit court and in default of $soo bond'
he was sent to jail
Suits Filed.
The Paducah Saddlery Company
has flied a suit for $75 against. the
Ohio and Tenne9See River Transpor-
tation Company_ The plaintiff's allege
that a quantity of goods were Allayed
away and lost.
The following suits were also filed
kesterday: The Goodwin Harris Co.
.Englert and tBryant, on ooatract
and- bill, $111.68 and costs,
A. Keifer Drug Co. vs. -Grimace &
Fisher, on account $‘27.e2o with in-
terest and cost..
Fa G. fludeaph. guardian. of Albert
Rogers, minor, and Columbus Manu-
facturing Co., $2,000 and cedes for
damages saistained by Wig's,* eArile
employed by said company.
Unknown Her
-Chief Collins is in receipt of a tele-
gram foam A. Dammor, of Cape Gi-
rardeau, Mo., inquiring if a man
named J. H. Wielorrieti bad been
killed here in the past- few days. No
information could be furnished the
gentleman from Missouri.
Got the Papers.
Comity Clerk Graham issued proper
licennes to wed ti. else folloswing cou-
ples ye-lterday:
W. A. Record, aged t9, of Gravers
county, and Cerra J. Perry. of Car-
lisle county, aged tft, were yesterday
licensed to wed. It will make Ohs
first marriage for both.
R. B. Turner, of St. Louis, ageelty2;
and Eerla Lackey, aged 29, of Sharpe.
Marshall county, vivre licerisera to
wed. it will make the first mersaitae
of both.
Again Postponed.
The building committee of the Elks
again failed to meet last night to
to close ap prelimineriee fop the let-
tug of bids on their *proposed build-
ing. The meeting of the beard of al-
dermen interfered with their meeting
set for 'last nikht. Tonight it i4
thought the meeting to complete the
work can be held.
si •at many eas
it If a sense of'
.on Immo and tl










Mt. Carmel, 4.1; falling.
Nashville, 8.1; standing.
Pittsburg, 6.1; falling.
Doris Island Darn, 4.1; failing_
St. Louis, 16.7; falling,
Mt. Vernon, 8.3; risisg.
Paducah, 7.7; standing.
The Columbia with a show • boat.
p:,ssed from lie Ohio into the Ten.
ne-see yesterday.
The • Catherine passed yesterday
from the Ohio with a tow of rocks for
Cairo.
The Saltilko is due to pass today
from St. loins to the Tennessee river.
The Kentucky arrived at 5:45 yesiter
iLy aftern: on.
The steamer Caruthereville will be
put on the docks today, and will be
cut in two and made 20 feet longer.
The boat arrived yesterday from
Cairn
The Enos Taylor will be pulled off
the docks in about three weeks, after
having a new hull built.
Mr, G. L. Fonelree, the Cairo agent
of the Pittsburg coal combine's, boots.
was in the city yesterday and on- be-
ing informed of the sinking of 'the J.
B. Williams left immediately on the
steamer Royal for the scene.
The Ranger is at Caseyville en
rt.(rte to the lower Mississippi river
wah a tow of rock amlltrmher
The date of the sale of the Charies-
ton will be announced in a few days
by the siudge of the federal court.
The government has notified's!! cred-
itors, to have their chime filed by Sep
tetTlbCT 4.
The carpenters and caulkers Who
quit work several weeks ago on ac-
count of some disagreement have
never returned to work at the docks
or ways. The docks• are tieing run
by t force of carpenters from the
Carpenters' and Joine'r' union. There
are now toa union men at work on
the docks, and Superintendent- Young
Taylbr says that he wit employ many
more if he can secure ehe-nt. A's a con-
sequence of the men securing work
on the docks, there see no idle car-
penters in the city. The mail' num-
ber- of men heretofore employed by
Mt : Taylor were about 8i5.
Aldermanic
(Continued from First Page.)
hail, was concurred in.
The ferry franchise will expire Sep-
tember 4 and the city solicitor was
ordered to draw an ordinance for the
sale of the franchise.
ing an East Tennersee phone placed
%sense at Thirteenth and Clad street.
George Wloiff petitioned for a li-
cense to conduct a saloon at Fifth
:ad Finley street. A petition with ae
names in favor of the license, and one
with 24 names against it were pre-
sented. The license was granted.
The matter to condemn enough
property belonging to Mo. Herzog in
allechanicsaarg to open up; a street,
was concurred in.
—Sheriff Harris, of Waliamenn
enmity. Ill., was her, yesterday with
P*? Brady. a young man, who had
been arrested at Mayfiead on the
charge of defrauding a clothing deal-
er of Marion, TH., out of a suit of





A Young Couple's Experience in Hunt
irig; Bliss at 11111terespolia.
Mr. J L. Jones • and Mix- Nora-
Roden went to Metropolis yesterday.
morning an the IVA Fowler antlf
were marrie-cl. They were accompanied'
by Mr. Tyler White and Miss Gertie
Thomas. The panty returned on ttre
Cowling yesterday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones will amide at
Veveath and Burnett street a, where
MT. Jots-, has just completed and Earn
bed a beautiful Mane for his basalt.
wbmi•  most elliesits young vicy
an MT. Jones was formerly in am
grooery business.
Tale couple after arriving in atekrop
()lie had a very unpleasant expeeitenet.
The heavy rain that fell early ite the
morning rendered the levee in sorb a
muddy condiritot that it was almost
impossible foe- a person to walk. The
ing ladies had on white Aiwa*
end they were treated to a ease of
'mud and water each as to render the
slippers uselese for any %Ace:seem. New
shoes, were- ftweriehed the bride and
,a11 wegt welt again.
Castle to the SoleBars.
At the regeiar meeting of the di-
rectors of the Ira M'. C. A. het night
the board passed a reeoleetion invit-
ing the state guards of dee encamp-
ment to make their headquarters at-
the Y. tt C. A. rooms when so ae.
caned and have free recess to bathe
and other conveniences of the woos-
ciation. The guards will find the
rooms of the association very pheas-
ant in all respects, and a cordial- wel-
come from the managing raseetary
and other ITherdb••11.
Let Arrests.
Dugan and Hessian last night ar-
rested George If riddieston are breacia
of the peace, arid George flardetten
for disorderly conduct.
Will Overton was arreoted, for h
breath of the peace by Siagery and
Holier
Minh Caldwell, for a breach oi the
peace wae arrested b, Officete Rog.
ere mid Cliurchhat '.2
After The Ball Game
WHEN YOUR THROAT. IS. DUSTY AND PARCHED.,




THERE'S NO BEER LIKE IT. THAT PECULIARLY
SATISFYING QUALITY CAN ONLY COME WHERE
PURE MALT AND HOPS ARE BLENDED WITH
BRAINS IN THE BREWING. BELVEDERE-IS
THE BEST, SAY THOSE WHO KNOW—AND YOU






hi Stan rd Flour of,
The World.
E. G. BO ONE,
GEINICRAL INSURANCE Mall REA: - ESTATE AGENCY. SPEC-
IAL ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS QV GUARANTY BONDS.
Illaki'T ASK YOUR FRIE?ilIS—Mill . FURNISH SECURITY,
OLD PHONE NO. acia.
essi „
LETTS* TO INDIAN PRINCE BA D WORK TO'BE CORRECTED
Brood* Illirthday Pigment of jr•Mill. La w Place in Second Street at Market
to a St. Louis Girl. Alley Will Be Removed.
Today a it 4 Tt of street workmen
Se' al begin to raise the new brick
reel on Second street in front of the
'C ;eorge H. Goodman company. On
of Went Behar, Tndia. The la•vailierve a ccount of the street being lower at
contains. three large aperedsmes, the
royal "tout of I Lathe, with • hvetralty
three elkamonds ort Platinum /teatime:
Ire addon to be a rare end-test*
gift ie breathes the mystery of the
foreoff Orient, and has tiler added
crearnv of coming from a reasatay
prince, who roam over more. than 'a-
eon:coo subjects
Mira Schatzmen has mesa. men air e
boner persons sr. When she wee a
mere child, talon Miss Viva vvJak n,
elte saw a pi, tare of Ow mated* ah
had in court ceetuirse and wean ng
wortii, ate,sooaneto A vet am
her to write to the-painewell out
;his family jewel' It was a pi; ii.gh
'fancy, and talk present van ,a lbal
SA Louis, Mu., Ante. to.—Mee. Air--
hey Wellateman is tbe recipient of a.
superb In villiere ofijewels as Isirehdarea
gift 'from his hi homes the Maharaja&
Depik.
A ilINSENG !CARES
Mt samuea Plumb Is litaissitat a Crop
of the Phut.
At hio, ha'sure homes &mei rig the
month Nth Samuel MO*. Nei ikkeeper
for the 'pad office coftbe 3k. Bernard
Coal company, is winkle* or his gin-
seng form in the Mituellad dition. He
has several acres *Oiled and pros-
pects soe flattening for a I ag produc-
tion. Ginseng always • Mei at a
goosj mice and several years hence
will Find Many farrns °clueing it.
Mr.. Plumb is very prod of his crop




Frankfort, Sys Aug. to.—Statr In-
Commissioner Ptearitt has be-
Ron the investigation, requested by
Giree 'Beckham some time ago, of the
rata' of hre nrearance in Kentneky as
olorrpred with the rates of other and
&dive skates for the purpose of
g whether dame is. any die-
am. A art of queries is being
sent out by mail.
YEREES FOR THE CABINET.
Possibility of haw' Retirement Re-
vives the Rumor.
itaitashington, D. C., Aug. to.—The
"bility of Secretary Shaw's retire-
ment Irrin the cabinet at rro distant
date has etarted talk of the Ham Jeam
V. Yeriset for then prrAtinin.
Dr. Shifty Smith be hack in






.his point, after a heavy rain, a large
pool of water forms and makes a very
unpleasant sight beside- it is eery in-
convenient for Mr. Goodman as well
as other
The repairs have been needed for
some time and Mr. Goodman has filed
numperesto complaints regarding it. It
was amusing yesterday to hear Mr.
Sam Goodman informing all pedes-
tnans that it was the lad day for
swimming there.
Electric Light Notice.
All bills are due and payable at the
office of the company, tate South
Fourth street. Current will be dis-





An Italian earineer, Signor Jelpo,
has invented a submarine elevator for
railing wrecked vessel.. The inven-
tion waa recently put to a practical
test, with complete success, in the bay
of Naples, where a stone-laden barge
stink a couple of years ago, and lying
at a depth of about 5o feet, was raieed
to the !surface with ease. The weight
lifted was about 60 tote. The appar-
atus conoists of compressed air cham-
bers of Citt•ras slid wire, each equal
to a lifting capacity of fifty torso arid
it is possible to attach as many of
these we may he necessary, after cal-
culating the weight to he lifted. All
the port authorities witnessed the ex-
periment, and warmly congratulated
the engineer.
Notice to the Plablic.
/Wealth certificates are required by
the Cairo city authorities from all
parties entering that city. Passen-
gers oa the Str. Dick Fowler must
secure these before leaving Paducah.
S. A. FOWLER, G. P. A
Entertainment Tonight.
Owing to rain the ice cream social
of tie Junior LeSgue of Trimble street
church was postponed until tonight
at 7:30 o'clock at the church, and at
which time "Re-trek-eh at the Well"
v.-ill welcome all who desire to, spend
a pleasant evening.
Mrs W. C. Schofield will open her
vocal class Sept. 1st and aria accept
a limited number of pe,pils. Appli-
cations addresses to her residence.
408 South Third street, will riach her
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